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PREFACE

TWO STORIES BY PARENTS
.06

Th..s is a book for parents. Accordingly, it seemed appropriate
to begin with two stories, both written by the parents of
children with serious emotional disorders. Their accounts
tell about the searche3 they made - for services, for emotional
strength and acceptarce, for understanding from others, and for
comprehension of what's happening. Perhaps a glimpse into
what they've gone through and the answers they've found will
help those of you who are beginning the search to feel less
alone.

Pot moat o6 us, the intensity o6 a pain4a expertience seems to
lade gAaduatly with the passage o4 time. It is pant o4 a heating
pAocers that attow4 uz to continue with our tives. But bon Matt,
the intensity o4 his pain has remained with him...a kind o6
"hidden heaAtache" that inteA4enes with hips abitity .to cope
and Aeact to tie in a noAmae way. Jw to took at Matt, he
appeaftz to be tike any other six ye v. otd. He tikes Stan

Pac Man, Aiding hi z Big Wheet, and ptaying basebatt...
and sometimes he tikes to play with other chitdtm

The di44ertence Lo that although Matt may took tike other
chitdAen, he L not. Matt, who came to us 6Aom Korea at
6ix months, was su64eAing 4Aom a smious emotionat disorder.
When the gight aide placed Matt in my aims, there wad an
unmistakable di44eAence in the way he Aeacted. He dic6L't
crty on move but maintained a Aigid pozition and continued a cold,
blank stare. I was Aea44uted that sometimes chitdAen react this
way 6Aom a tong Bight. However., the staAing continued, com-
pounded with head banging, pooh appetite, and ztomach ptobtems.

Az time pAogAessed, Matt zpent much o6 his time Aocking, banging
hiA head, and exhibiting deztAuctive, oveAty active and
inappAopAiate behavion. When he waz eighteen months, I fleet I
would no Longer accept the many excuses bon his behavion 6Aom
6amity memberts, doctoAz, and other pAo6e4zionatz. I waz determined
that my .son woutd receive the hetp he zo despeAatety needed.

I thought, "Wert alt, I am Matt's mothers. I Live with this child
alt the time, and I know he is not impAoving. In 4aet, he is
diztancing him6 et6 flu then away."

And 60 my search began 6oA help OA Matt. Un6cAtunatety, I did not
teaLize at the time that the numbers o4 pAogrumz, avaitabte treatment,
on. even Aecognition oti emotionat disorders in young chitdrien is
veAy timited. At the beginning, the treatment centered anound
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sessions with a chitd pzychotogizt
Matt, hiz behavivo at home and

vi Lt with the doctor. There was
patenting zkit2z, and the docton y
Matt at home.

who took an in-depth history
those observed duting ooh

treat deal discuzzion concetning
suggestions ion wotking with

Most dizttezzing duhing this 4tzt phase oi vteatment was the
endtezz numbet o6 queztionz azkq.d me in the suzionz. It

seemed az 4.6 they were ptobing doh zome "deep, dank zectet" that
woad reveal why Matt wad tezponding .the way hq did to the
woad around him.

But there Wad no hidden resentment toward Matt. He had come to
U4 with thiaamuge having atteady been done within the ctiticat

zix months It has taken me a tong time to
tecovet p.m the misptaced guitt that was -imposed on me in the
beginning.

Wet zix months treatment, it was determined that mote intenzivz
obzetvation o6 Mat wad needed in a hozpitat zetting. I liett 40

mizetabee and guitty at the thought oi Matt going into the
hozpitat. However, I wars exhausted trying to cope with hiz behaviou

at2 day tong. He had to be watched conztantty. There was teatty

no other choice. Even toutine kinds o activitiez that mos t

peopte take trot granted such ass gtocety shopping, viziting
and attending chutch went att but impozzibte when Matt EWA atong.

Atzo, it was vetq diliiicutt to iind anyone who waz Kitting to watch
him so that I coutd get out myzeti. Many times I had to dtive

mites to my patentz' home to have Matt watched - of they
would have to &aye to my house - 40 that I cowed get zome of those
ettands accomptizhed.

I envied those patents who didn't have cat these ptobtemz and indeed
Ott angry, too, that no one other than my iamity o60,ted hetp.
Ftiendz and acquaintances wooed invite my daughter to come to theit
home, but no one wanted to deal with the "strange tittte boy."

Matt waz hozpitatized liot one month. In that time we were cateiutty
zututinized concetning OUA methods o6 patenting, out own chitdhood
expetience and iamitiez. Fot much o6 the hozpitat stay, we were not
attowed to vizit with Matt untesz a ztalili member waz in attendance.
Some o6 the sta66 were kind and hetp6ut. Otheu wete uncaring and
judgmental.

I tonged to tett them how I woad Love to come and judge and comment
upon evety intetaction they had with thein own chadten. I highty
doubt they would pads the zttingent ctitexia they had .set uz.

Dating that month I tried to Ocuz my thoughts on one goat: that
the doctot coutd Iiind what Mattsz ptnbtemz were and begin some
coutze o6 tneatment. At tho. end o the month, the doctot had
indeed observed many the behaviotz that I had dezctibed to
hen zo many acmes duting out zezziodz at het She
tecommended Matt Got a new hozpitat-based p4ogtam that wotked
with emotionatty diztutbed children.

8
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However, it would have to be determined Matt &it the cnitekia
the new ptogAam. FoAtunatety, a&tek an inteAview with

pAogAam sta66, it was bound that Matt was appAoptiate ion the it
pugAam.

He did make pAagAess duning the next two yeam in th.is pAogAam.
He was £n a smatt, salie environment with teachet/theAapiAts to
work with him. Therm Wa6 atso a therapist who helped patients
understand that child's behavA.o)z4. LeaAning e6liective and new
ways to pakent Matt and gaining a greater undeAstanding o6 his
detayed devetopment was most hetp6ut.

Again, du/Ling this time, I was put thAough intensive anatysis. When
hand led coArtectty, anatyzisicounseting can pAovide a period o6 true
growth and understanding. However, when the counseling is pAovided
in an inconsistent manner, the e66ects can be very damaging to one's
setti esteem.

One week the 'heAapist an teacheAs would praise and encouAage me in
how I was ing with Matt... by the next week I was eLthen blamed
on cAiticized 60A some 06 the same actions. Lt was diaicutt to
cope with these methods.

Wen teaving the hospital pAogAam, Matt was Ae6erfted 60A treatment
with a chitd psychotogist who has estabtished an excellent Aetationship
with him. We zee another. doctoA .4n the same group fan counseling.
The attitudes that these doctoAs have toward paAents is very di66etent
6/tom what I had expeAienced be6oAe. They have been very open, honest
and consistent theiA deatings with us. Theik majo& 6ocus has not been
to put needless guitt on a 6amity who has atAeady been pushed to an
almost unbeartabte tevet 06 4tAt.64. Rather, they puts on ways to
cope with, understand, and accept Matt's disorder. H.cs pubtem
intetnatized. As a tiamity, we can act £n ways that wat stimutate
growth in Matt and help him beet a sense o saliety. NeveAthetezz,
.to be keatiztic L6 to accept that he may never be abZe to 6unction
Like othert chitdAen.

Matt is now in a pubtic schoot and Aeceiving seAvices 6Aom zpeciat
ed through an emotionat/behavioA disoAdeA program. Within the
pubtic schoot system, I have bound theme are those pemons who cake
deeply about doing what is appAoptiate ton Matt. Those are the
teachers who cake deeply about doing what is appAopAiate Lou him.
These arle the teacheAs and adminiztAatotz who have taken the time
to took catetiutty at h2 tong histoAy o6 emotional pkobtem6, tiztened
to my observations oti Matt and his 6eeUlgs about school, and
imptemented zuggeztionz Vtom h,us doclou. These people 6eee it is
impoktant to wank as a team.

Untiottunatety, .there have been an equal number o6 school peroonnet
who cannot zee past Matt'z noAmat physicat appearance and make snap
judgement's and recommendations that I WI are detAimentat to his
welt being. These teacheAz wLU not accept that a bright child
who .looks 40 nokmat and at times, who can 6unction notmatty
can have serious emotional pAobtems.
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It L theik opinion that he 4..s maniputative and zpoited. How I

wi4h he wete! I could do 4omething about that.

Matt iz AO consumed with 4eaks that he 4e.etz he may be kitted. He

betievez that teachers and other chitdken can change into monztekz.

He has a diztokted pekception o6 what L actuatty happening, and I

wow that he wit:. injure anothen chi td on him4et4 white at 4choot.

Being the parent o4 an emotionatty distukbed chitd haz certainty

not been eazy. At timez, I 4eet zo tined and 4ad and hetptezz. Now,

zix yeakz Latex, I wander where I 6ound the ztkength to make 4,t

through thoze eatty years. Many times I iat as i4 I wa4 ztkuggting

ate atone, and I wondeted i4 there was any hope bon Matt. It zeemed

when things wtke at the it Lowest point, zomething happened that renewed

my 4a4th in Matt on in thoze pea pre I had 4eZt were abandoning ca.

To rakentz who wander how they ate going to zukvive Living with an

E.D. chitd, I want to 'say that there are peopte who do cane about yowl

child and you. Sometimes, you have to be the one to zeek out there

peopte.

PACER Centex was there lion me three and a hat6 years ago at a time

when I was queztionning whether anyone keatty caked what happened

to Matt. At that time, I was unawake that my chitd woutd be

entitted to a 4/tee, appkoptiate public education undek PL94-142.

I keceived in4okmation 6/tam PACER 4ta.44 and attended wot;24hop4

on the ba4ic nights and tam and received advocacy and az,ektive-

nes4 training. Since mort o4 PACER'z 4 ta44 are themzetvez
parents o4 handicapped children, they have a deep concern and

empathy bon art parents o4 handicapped chitdken. I teatned that

pakentz can be an impoktant part in devetoping appkopkiate pto-

gtam4 chitd, and I gained the 41 ,e24 and con6idence to

become a good advocate bon my zon. PACER'z zekvicez ate 4kee to

pakents. Don't hezitate to eat them or to attend one 0,11 theik

wokkzhopz. Emotionatty distukbed chitdken do have the aight to an

appkopkiate education. PACER 4tct44 axe caking, knowtedgeabte, and

zuppoktive and want to hetp you understand thue kightz.

In the 4utute I woad tike to see the eztabtishment o4 zuppokt groups

0/1., pa/tents 0,6 EV chitdken. Pakentz need to fleet tezz atone. Fto-

4ezzionatz need to conzidek parents az individuatz. We do not ate

w into one motd. It doe4 not help to btame pakeOz tiara theiit

chitd'z pkobtem. It does help to enabte them to understand, to
cope with, and to accept the chitd and to teach them way4 to

hetp theik youngztek.

P//04e44io atz wokk with out chitdten on a Limited baziz. The

youngztekz do pkezent 4ku4tkationz. Howevek, pxo4e44ionatz ate abte

4:0, have a bkeak 4kom thiz 4/turtkation. Parents have to cope with the

4ituation on a daity baziz.

Parents need to ishow appteciation to tho4e pto6e4zionats who put 6oAth

an extra e.66ott with theit chitd. Pxo4ez4ionatz need to fleet that we

kecognize and vatue these e44okt4.

Pa/Lentz and pko4e44ionatz need to wank az a team.

Page 4 10



In the pcu. 4ix yeau, my ti lie hats changed dtamaticatty. My vatue4 and
ptiotitie4 ate dilgetent. I've become a much 4txonget pet4on because
I've had to be sttonget. Having Matt hats put an enokmouh amount
htkehh on ouk liamity. Not att 6amity membet's ake able to accept on
cope with an emotionatty datutbed chitd. Some pea pee may neven be
ab'e to ovekcome theit t;eeting4 oi6 anget, likuAtkation, and te4entment.

That a panto teatity that I have come to accept.

Matt'4 liutute uncettain at this time. He make4 ptogteds.6 and
atho expetience4 tegte44ion. Outing the4e yeau, I have had to
give a tot my4etli; it hah been wokth it. But I have at4o
teamed it 4.4 impottant to do home thing fax moetli, too.

Wtit ten by Matt'4 mothek

Mast o6 (14 ate 6amitLat with the m4.itaty tenon, "no man'4 tand (NML) ",
which 4.4 deliined co an "indeliinite area o6 opeution, invotvement and
jukihdiction between two congicting 4ide4."

I am a p4ychotogat who has 4pent moat oi h ih 14-yeak cateet wokking
w.Lth chitdken and 6amitie4. I am atzo the pakent oi6 a 10 yeak otd
chitd with a diagno4i4 oi6 "petva4ive devetopmentat detay." A
tote congi:-..t tike that meant a tot o)i eatty hiding in an emotiona
NML (any tezembtance between the abhkeviation 6ok "no man'4 .land"
and unokmatu putety coincidental)

A lien exampte4 a my thinking oven the yeaio wLU ittuAtkate what
4pend'..nq time in NML at about: "Is she were a cUent who did
that instead o6 my own child, woutd I have keacted in the same
ikkationat way?" (opekation); "I have to deat with that 4tulii6 ail
day at monk, Dean. I don't want to deat with it when I come home,"
(invoiliement); "I help att tho4e othet kid4, and I can't
up' my own chitd" (jutadiction).

Outing .those eakty yeakh, being in NML wah maniliuted by petiod4 o6
phyhicat and emotionat inacce44ibitity on my paPt (tots
4pott; and wank), deniat ("She'tt pkobc,bty outgkow it"), and
ptojection o6 btar,.. and diotacement oi angen towatd4 my wi6e ("I
you wowed arty be make tetaxed when you're mound hex "... "you were
.the one who wanted a hecond child; I was content to 4top alitet one."i

The denial a4pect wo the hande4t to putt (16 becauze by the time
OWL laugh -ten wah Aix to twetve monthh otd, she wa4 Allowing some
vety atypical behaviok, home o6 which wah autatic-tike. I Aememben.,
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at the time, gashing back to eatty graduate school days when I had

seen many chadten diagnosed as autistic. I tecatt skating

commonty held 6eaA4 with my Ottow 'students about hJw woutd an

coutd we deal with the daity traumas o6 patenting a child tike "that."

Keep in mind, too, that £n those days, "pooe patenting WICUS consideted

in many cinctes to be a major conttibuting 6actot to the devetopment

o6 autism and tetated disotdets.

By the time out daughter reached tate pkeschoot/eakty school age, I

was becoming known as "scmeone who did good wokk with kids." Howevet,

out daughter was atso becoming wet known, though fat di66etent reasons.

A situation which I have tilted, "You Coutd Heat a Pin 'Drop in the

Grocery Stoke Incident" will serve as a good ittustkation. At the

time, out daughter was in the habtt scteaming fan no extetnatty

apparent reason. One day, she and I were grocery 'shopping when

she .het out with a shtiek. A6tet that, the only sound you could heats

was the Muzak. Un6attunatety, this was one o6 the 6iAst times when

both the patent and the psychotogist had to 6ace the Muzak together.

In addition to the states o6 others shoppers, who shoutd be coming

around the carnet but the mothet o6 a Gamy I was wanking with!

She asked, "What's the mattet?", and I keptied with considetabte

humitity, "I don't know; she 6tequentty does that."

The battle in me had been joined. The opposing sides (patent/psychot-

°gist) had converged. There was no mate NML to go to. It was no

tongek possibte, at any Levet, to deny the pkobtem. Emotionat

inaccessibitity was a sane ticket to the divorce covet and 'o. the

theAapist's oiiice. I woutd have needed a Lobotomy in to

contLnue pkojecting guilt an disptacing anger towards my wi6e.

Du king those yeaAs, it was 6inatty necessary to come to tekms wUh a

hast o6 "patent" issues, inctuding:

(a) questions about where I might have bailed my daughter 4ulLing

hek in6ancy and toddtet years,

(b) angry 6eetings towards het, .including a wish she had nevet

been bane,

(c) scapegoating (blaming hen bat ban 2y dishakmony),

(d) pananoia (teal and not 4C) teat wondeking why the neighbou

avoided co),

(e.) un6aiA compaAizon4 with 4ibting4 and othex chadken,

() 6eeting judged by "'society,"

(g) 4ea/Lching OA the hoty grail (magic cake), ad iniiinitum, ad

nauseaum.

45 a pzychotogizt, there were a ri,:mbeA o6 /Leiated, but nonethete404

unique a'sue40 which aLso needed to be add/Lazed. Some o6 those

included:

(a) intetnat tote (pancnt V4. psychotegat) congict, apeciatty

Page 6 12



at school sta66ing4 both 6o& my own chitd and 6ot my ctientz,

(6) questions about how my own child's problems might 0.66ect
my pAactice as On az te6ettat4 were concerned,

(c) wondeting what my pno6usionat peen thought o6 me,

(d) doubts about how much cnedibitity I 04 anyone etze should
give to any 'pAo6ezzionat opinionz' I might have about OWL
daughten,

(e.) sadness Wen being o6 help to zome °then 6amity and, yet,
unable to 'cute' my own daughter, etc.

Thete6oAe, white them may be some advantaged to being a
pzychotogizt/panent oi a hardicapped chitd (iot example, having
pAo6ezzionat 'connectionz' and a more zophzticated knawtedge
base) , Lt iz realty a to up as to whether those iactou totatty
countetbatance the dizadvantagez. Futthetmote, there are zitu-
ationz where knowing too much (6or .instance, about a tong term
pAognozi.z 04 the 'potitice o6 a parent- teachers staiging) can
at best Leave you 6eeting powetters and - at wonzt - .leave you
in a state o6 patatyzing nag e.

In conctuzion I tenut.tike to o66en a btie6 and admittedly
incomptete ti ;.t o6 lgeztionz, which n.any Aeadenz witt atteady
6ind ;amnia t.

(1) We att know them ate certain undeniabte t'twth4, such as
the /sky .cis blue, the grams .vs green, we att die, and we att pay
taxes. I would tike to add a couple more. Finzt, them iz no
ho'y However, keep zeakching. It wiJi sharpen your
zunvivat zUttz. Second, there L6 no 'inee tunch', PL94-142
notwithstanding.

(2) It i4 eazy to 6att into a vicious repetitive cycle, whete in
tetation to your child, you vacittate between three totez which
ate: (a) V.Lc t Lm ( "Thi kid makes me 6eet zo burned out") ;
(b) PenzecutoA, where the tieetingz o6 hunt associated with being
a victim are tAanz6onmed into ivtationat angry oveAkeactionz toward
youa child; and (c) Enabtet, where the ovetwhetming guilt denived
6Aom your ovetteaction Leads to ovetptotection oti your child 6tom
outzide 6oAces (school, Aetativez, neighbotz) 04 to granting yowl
chitd'z undezenved 04 unwanhanted Aequeztz 04 demandz. Thiz, in
tutn, serves to 6orteA o teinOtce the occutnence o6 6utthet
abnotmat regressive behavior which witt eventuatty dead back into
the hutt-angle -guitt cycle.

(3) Use humor to tighten the anguizh. My wi6e'4 early diany o6
our chi2cP4 behavior would have Inma Bombe& in ztitchez. For
example, one v6 our daughter's 6avonite idiozynctatic expletives
was "Flat nabbit", which, when younger, she would yell when
puiztnated. One day in a restaurant, my wi6e told het to °Aden
the tabbit to she could "eat a 6tat nabbit". Evenyone, inctuding
out daughter, thought it was kitatiouz. Other than occaziona
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joking about .the teztautant situation, we neyea heand het uze

that exptersion again.

(4) Figute out what your child's capabilities ate and muttipty

by two. Inadvettentty, it may have become eazy to undeteztimate

yout child's 4tungthz. To countet the undeteztimation means
taking a tot o6 tizkz, inctuding tizkz o6 pubtic embattazzment

OA dizapptovat, as wett ass zet6 esteem td.zkz to your chitd. Take

them anyway, 4,,d ttazt your judgement. Thete iz a vety 6ine. tine

between high verou4 unteatiAtic expectationz. 16 you ate going

to ett, do so on the Aide o6 unteatity. YOWL chitd won't go

ctazy, and chanced ate you won't athet.

(5) Within you 6amity, stay conztantty awate o6 each other's needs
and don't hezitate about being honest with tegatd to how much zuppott
you need and how much zuppoAt you have te6t to give. However,

chtonic chest beating L. not attowed. Having very zuppottive
6tiendz and/ot 6ami2y, ezpeciatty i6 they have chitdten, iz atzo

crtucia Got the maintenance o6 you& sanity.

(6) When you zee ot heat yowt chitd doing something, don't
automaticatty azzume that it's abnotmat, bizatte, OA ztAange. Living

with a handicapped child means you're constantty being exposed to
unuzuat zituationz and, thete6ote, atwayz assuming the WOAht. Don't

6ee.e bad though. Mentat hwUh and zpeciat education pto6ez4ionabs
have the same ptobtem. Like younzet6, they ate atzo overexposed to
abnotmat 4 ituation4 and may tend to tink-any behaviot to a handicap.

(7) Attempt to tutu tiabititiez into azzetz (liot .instance, zcteametz'

nodutez cteate vety deep, thtoaty, tezonant voicez).

(8) As a patent, you remain one ci the be sources o6 inOtmation

and ideaz. Avoid the double bind o6 6eeting put upon and scatted

when the pto6ezzionatz Atatt asking Got yours. opinion of angry

and ignoted when they don't. Dictate. Don't abdicate.

Whitten by a 6athet

4
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SECTION ONE

SOME GENERAL INFORMATION

ABOUT EMOTIONAL DISORDERS
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Introduction

Mental illness didn't make the list in a
1978 survey when persons living in the
Roseville School District were asked to
list tnose areas in whit they felt
their community had the greatest human

service needs. Vandalism, drug abuse,
energy conservation, public
transportation, and crime were mentioned
as the top priorities.

By 1983, a siMi'er survey in the area
found the need for mental health
services as the third highest priority
with 38 percent of the 422 persons who
responded listing it as the greatest
need. The only needs topping it were
housing and child care services.

Does this survey measure only the
feelings of one community? Or does it
reflect a growing awareness of the need
for better services among the population
in general?

Pat Solomonson, executive director of
the Mental Health Advocates Coalition,
believes the latter. It's not, she
said, that there is more mental illness
now than ever before. Rather, according
to Solomonson, more people are simply
speaking up about the problem, and
mental illness - while still too often
accompanied by a stigma - is something
whose existence within a wide variety
and number of families is at last being

acknowledged.

Accompanying the indications of a
growing awareness of the need for help,
however, are some rather dismal data
about the present level of services
available...especially for children. A

report issued by the Children's Defense
Fund (CDF) cited a 1978 study by the
President's Commission on Mental Health
that stated five to fifteen percent of
all the nation's children and
adolescents (three to nine million
youngsters) are in need of some type of
mental health services.

Yet, after reviewing numerous studies
and reports, CDF estimates that only
about one million children and
adolescents - or about one-third of
those who need help - are actually
receiving services.

Conclusions emerging from a conference
on the Status of Emotionally Disturbed
Children in the State of Minnesota, held
in St. Paul in 1978, also indicated
grave gaps in services available to
children in this state.

Responses to questionnaires completed by
the parents, professionals, legislators,
and other leaders present at the
conference described Minnesota's
programs as "too often unavailable or
inconveniently located, poorly
coordinated, not planned for the
long-term needs of a chronically
disturbed population, too expensive for
many clients, and often of poor
quality."

School programs were seen by the
conferees as "serving a limited group
and being most available in the state's

metropolitan areas."

The report also concluded that though,
"There is some evidence that parents are
beginning to organize to seek the
assistance that has not been
forthcoming...the general concensus was
that they are far behind other groups
like the parents of the mentally
retarded and learning disabled."

The CDF report made a similar
observation: "The absence of respite*
and support services for parents of
seriously disturbed children is one of
the most glaring gaps in services that
we identified." (*Respite care means

that the handicapped family member is
temporarily cared for by someone outside
his or her home, giving other family
members an opportunity for a period of
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relaxation.)

Finally, conferees at the 1978 St. Paul
conference pointed to the absence of any
centralized "clearing house" for
information as a critical need that
should be remedied.

Even when services might be available,
in the absence of such a clearing house,
parents soon learn that the right
program for their child is difficult to
locate.

And as the St. Paul conferees pointed
out, the difficulty of agreeing on a
precise definition of mental illness or
emotional disturbance is a major
impediment to establishing a statewide
coordinated system of treatment
programs. Parents, upon encountering
the maze of different ideas about why
their child is considered to need help
and how he or she may best be treated,
can easily become confused about what's
best for the youngster. They question
what their role should be in tie whole
process -- or, indeed, if they can do
anything at all to stay "on top" of the
situe ion.

Yet because of the stigma too often
still attached to an emotional
disturbance, the same parents have faced
their own psychological barriers to
forming the kinds of support groups that
have been emotional lifesavers and
invaluable sources of information for
parents of children with other
disabilities such as the Association for
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Retarded Citizens, United Cerebral
Pasy, thy Spina Bifida
A.sociation, and many others.

Yais booklet has been prepared in
.esponse to the needs expressed by many
,arents over the past three to four
/ears in phone calls and personal
:onversations with PACER. They've
indicated a wish to better understand
the topic of mental illness and the
types of treatment programs that serve
children and youth and to have available
the kind of information they need to
make informed decisions.

As mentioned earlier, there is no true
professional agreement on what a mental
illness is - much less on its causes or
how best to treat it. Hence, this
booklet doesn't pretend to give any
final answers. However, in the first
section, which will deal with general
questions, and in the second, which will
offer specific information about
programs and facilities throughout
Minnesota, it's hoped readers will find
some guideposts to help them through the
fog.

And to end on an encouraging
note...though there are many gaps in
services available, there are also many
fine programs in place and numerous
devoted, accomplished, and caring people
who staff them. Knowing the right
questions to ask and some starting
places to look can help you find some
answers for your child or young friend.
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Recommended reading

Before beginning to deal with frequently
asked questions, however, three
extremely helpful books about mental
illness and families deserve mention.
Parents who wish to seek more
information in addition to that found in
this booklet would find reading any of
the three books time well spent. All
are available through the metropolitan
area library network. PACER also has
copies that can be checked out by
parents.

HELP FOR YOUR CHILD, A PARENTS' GUIDE TO

MENTAL HEALTH SERVICES; Sharon Brehm;
Prentice-Hall, Inc.; Englewood Cliffs,
N.J.; 1978. This book will be
frequently quoted in these pages, but
contains far more factual advice than
can be covered fully here. The author,
a psychologist, has sought to assist
parents to make the best possible use of
their own expertise and to enable them
to ask sensible questions. She sees
parents working as partners with
professionals in the helping process for
their child -- once they have the
knowledge needed to understand what's
happening and to be able to evaluate the
program(s) offered their child.

She describes the factors to apply when
deciding whether professional help
should be sought, lists possible kinds
of facilities and types of service
providers, traces the backgrounds of the
various professionals, and explains what
happens once contact is made with a
hospital or mental health center. Types
of therapy or treatment approaches are
outlined, and the criteriaby which
parents can judge a particular program
are described.
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THE CARING FAMILY; Kayla F. Bernheim,
Richard Lewine, and Caroline T. Beale;
Random House; New York; 1982. Instead

of offering factual information, this
book deals with understanding what
happens to a family emotionally when a
member is first suspected of being
disturbed and then after the suspicion
is confirmed. The authors deal with the
guilt feelings po many parents suffer,
the pain they undergo as the acceptance
of the illness deepens, the problems of
dealing with the ill child's brothers
and sisters, the difficulties of letting
people outside the family circle know
what's happening with the child, and the
stress undergone by the family when
trying to keep life on an even keel in
the presence of the ill member. Though
the book deals with emotions, it offers
solid and very practical advice on how
to cope with the phases mentioned above.

YOU ARE NOT ALONE, UNDERSTANDING AND
DEALING WITH MENTAL ILLNESS; Clara
Claiborne Park and Leon N. Shapiro,
M.D.; Little, Brown, and Company;
Boston; 1976. This book offers a
combination of emotional and factual
advice. Written by a mother in
conjunction with a physician, the book
also traces the progressive stages
parents must follow in finding good
programs: seeking help, dealing with
professionals, understanding diagnoses
and psychological or psychiatric
terminology, and finding help within the
community. Those aspects of laws that
may apply to a mentally ill person and
his family are covered as are the
financial problems connected to mental
illness. Finally, the book traces the
transition of parents from passive
accepters of what they're offered to
active partners in the help process.
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How do I know if my child

might have an emotional disorder?

Among all the dilemmas facing the parent
of an emotionally disturbed child, this
first question - trying to decide if
there is actually a real problem - may
be the most troublesome of all.

Certainly, no one wishes to begin the
process of seeking help for his or her
child, of having the youngster labaed
emotionally disturbed or mentally ill,
unless there is "really" a problem.

Determining whether there is "really" a
problem can, of course, be very tricky.
For there may be an extremely thin line
between behavior that's shown by a child
going through a bad, but temporary stage
that s/he'll grow out of...and one that
deserves professional attention.

More than one mental health practitioner
has commented that the question may be
easier to handle by parents who've
raised other children: the veteran
parent has other youngsters around to
serve as comparisons. He or she can
contemplate, "Is Tom's behavior now the
same way Andy acted when he was going
through the 'terrible twos' and we can
expect him to outgrow it also?" Or,
"Is Sally going through the same thing
Karen did when she was 15 or is this
something more serious?"

Sharon Brehm states in her book
(mentioned earlier) that there is simply
no real substitute for the common sense
of parental knowledge in deciding when
outside help should be sought. Parents
who haven't raised other children and,
thus, have no basis for comparison might
want to talk with someone who has had
experience with "typical" child
development and the variations that can
be expected to occur. This can help
them decide whether their child's
problems are something that deserve
professional attention.

Certain guidelines are also available to
help parents make this kind of decision.
Brehm points to three criteria to use in
judging whether a child's behavior is
"just normal" or a sign that the
youngster needs help:

1. the DURATION of a troublesome
behavior...Does it just go on and on
with no sign that the child is going to
outgrow it and progress to a new stage?

2. the INTENSITY of a behavior For
instance, while temper tantrums are
normal in almost all children, some
tantrums could be so extreme that they
have a very frightening aspect and
suggest that some investigation would be
wise.

3. the AGE of the child...While some
behavior might be quite normal for a
child of two, a parent's observation of
other children of their own youngster's
age may lead to the conclusion that the
behavior in question isn't quite "right"
for their child, aged five.

Once parents have decided that their
youngster's behavior does deserve at
least a look by a mental health
professional, the question then becomes
where to turn for an evaluation.

If the child is of school age, a first
step could be to approach the school's
special education director and request
an assessment by the school psychologist
or counselor.

Should that not answer questions
satisfactorily, if the family doesn't
want to involve the school at this
point, or if the child is not yet of
school age, there are several other
places to turn for an evaluation.

A family doctor may be asked for a
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referral to a child or adolescent
psychologist or psychiatrist. Also,

many hospitals offer comprehensive
diagnostic and evaluation programs.
(Specific details about certain hospital
programs, as well as other facilities
and programs referred to here will be
given in Section Two of the booklet.)

However, parents looking for services
through private physicians, hospitals
and other practitioners must be certain
that they have ample private resources,
have excellent insurance policies, are
eligible for Medical Assistance , or

intend to use a hospital that has
Hill-Burton funds available (the latter

two categories will also be explained in
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more detail in section two.)

Other parents, particularly those in
rural areas, may want to first approach
their county's public health nurse who

can direct them to evaluation programs

available in their area.

Community mental health centers are also
a good source of help and can be less
expensive than seeking out a private
doctor or mental health professional.

Finally, residents of Ramsey and
Hennepin Counties would want to
investigate evaluation services offered
through the centers run by the two
counties.
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What is an emotional disorder or mental illness?

Unfortunately, for the sake of anyone's
peace of mind, it's something that can't
be pinned down or defined precisely.
For instance, we can't say with
certainty that something goes wrong with
the brain and then a person starts to
act in a particular way. And, contrary
to the way mental illness is sometimes
pictured in a melodramatic movie or TV
show loosely based on the theories of
Sigmund Freud, it's impossible to
conclude that a mother or father did
something "wrong" early in the child's
life and if that "certain thing" can
just be uncovered and talked about, the
mental illness will go away.

Most understandings of mental illnesses
are based, instead of on any one precise
cause, on a description of how the
affected person behaves and relates to
others.

The child judged to be disturbed or
troubled is probably not going to do
anything that other children don't.
It's simply that his /her inappropriate
behavior will be seen more often or s/ne
will misbehave in more extreme ways.
Paren*:= are in a good position to judge
when their child's behavior has gone
beyond the realm of what all children
do at one time or another and into
the world of illness.

Different professionals look at
emotional disturbances in different
ways. Their outlook - and their
treatment plan - is usually shaped by
their training and their philosophy
about the origins of mental illnesses.

Though a "philosophy" may seem like a
pretty fancy topic to sit around
discussing by parents who're frantically
seeking a way to get their child to
stop terrorizing other neighborhood
children, it's still recommended that
parents discuss this with the
professional they contact. Since the

A.11111.

treatment program for the youngster will
stem from the professional's philosophy,
parents should be sure they agree with
"where the professional's coming from."
Otherwise, their cooperation in the
treatment process may be limited and
hurt its chances of success.

When seeking a treatment program for
their child, parents may also want to
seek a "second opinion" if they,disagree
with the approach suggested by the first
mental health professional.

The CDF report outlines several

treatment philosophies that are common
in programs throvghout the United States
today:

1. The "psychodynamic view" sees a
child's problems as resulting from
psychological conflicts within the child
and believes that changing the ay
children think or feel about themselves
will change their behavior. Treatment
would rely generally on verbal therapy
(individual talk sessions with a

therapist) or play therapy (where
important eimensions of a child's
personality are revealed and dealt with
in play activities in the therapist's
office).

2. In "behavioral" therapy, probLems
are thought to occur because children
have been previously rewarded for their
problem behavior (for instance, a child
might receive the attention he wants
only when he is very naughty.) Therapy
based on this philosophy involves
changing the pattern of rewards and
punishments children receive from their
f.,urroundings so that tr.-.r behavior will
change. Parents would be closely
involved in this kind of therapy.

3. The "ecologic:a view" reflects a
belief that helping children goes beyond
the first two approaches described
above. This philosophy sees children as
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part of a larger community (that is,
their family, their class at school,
their neighborhood friends) that must be
understm: and often restructured to
encourage their growth. Therapy
involves working with all the important
people in the group where the problems
occur (not just his parents). The focus
is on what's happening in one of these
social systems at the present time, not
on what might have happened in the past,
and on dealing with present difficulties.

4. Children being treated under the
"physiological model" or the "medic's_
model" philosophy would have been
diagnosed as having a specific "illness"
or a symptom pattern that might be
suppressed by appropriate medication. A
cl.:4atment program would involve medical
practitioners such as psychiatrists, who
have medical degrees, or pediatric
neurologists.

Paren'l should be aware that programs in
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this category mey be the most likely to
be eligible for insurance coverage and
Medical Assistance because chey reidte
to diagnosis by a psychiatrist and are
conducted or supervised by medical
personnel and, often, may be connected
to hospitals. Less likely to be
eligible for coverage are programs
conducted by "non-medical" personnel.

Finally, treatment programs based on
this philosophy" may involve medication
of a youngster. T'e focus of '..reatment

would be on the child's "illness" and
less on the family's structure and
patter% of behavior as a possible cause
of the problem.

In all of the four approaches just
described above, teams of physicians,
psychologists, social wo.:kers, and
educators may be involvEd and working
in cooperation.
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What types of programs

should I be looking for or considering?

As mentioned earlier, there will be a
listing in the second section of many
specific programs that are available to
Minnetotans.

However, an outline of the general kinds
of services may be helpful at this
point.

Among NON-RESIDENTIAL PROGRAMS, the
following levels of service may be
found:

1. Early intervention efforts - these
could include providing parents with
counseling (without necessarily
involving the child); offering programs
that help children cope with a crisis
(such as the loss of a family member to
death or divorce); providing preschool
special education classes; or serving as
a "hotline" where parents could call for
support or advice.

2. Outpatient therapy - in these
programs (which reach more children than
any other level of program), a child
would continue to live at home but come
to a facility or a psychiatrist,
psychologist, or social worker in
private practice for perhaps an hour or
two each week for counseling sessions.
Outpatient therapy might be given to a
child alone (individual therapy), to a
child as part of a group of children
with related problems (group therapy),
or to a family as a whole (family
therapy).

3. Intensive services in the home or
community - these programs are often
called day treatment programs. Through
them, children remain in their homes but
may spend most of each day in a therapy
program, where treatment of their
illness is combined with their academic
program and recreational activities.
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Families may also be involved in the
program, meeting with therapists to
learn to cope with the child at home or

to perhaps change certain ways in which
the family functions.

RESIDENTIAL PROGRAMS include inpatient
care of the child in psychiatric
hospitals, the psychiatric units of
general hospitals, or specialized care
in residential treatment centers. These
programs are generally reserved for
seriously ill children whose functioning
in their own homes and relationships
with other family members have become
impossible.

Another arrangement for service might be
provided through FOSTER CARE. Parents
who have come to feel incapable of
coping with a disturbed child in their
own home can seek through their county's
human or social services department to
voluntarily place the youngster in a
foster home. This can be done in
Minnesota without giving up parental
custody of the child. Under this
arrangement, the child could receive
professional help for his/her emotional
disability and still remain in a home
setting - though not his/her own.

Vountary placement in a foster care
setting cannot take place unless the
county social or human services
department believes that there is a
genuine and well documented need for the
child to leave his parental home. The
maximum length of time that a
voluntarily placed child can stay in the
foster home arrangement is 18 months.
An extension beyond that time would
require the case to go before a juvenile
court. Also, before agreeing to a
voluntary placement, counties attempt to
work with the parents and enable them to
keep the child in his/her own home.
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What are the different kinds

of mental health professionals?

A psychiatrist is a person who has
completed medical training and received
a regular medical degree (just like your

family doctor). He or she then went on
to take specialized and advanced
training in psychiatry - the medical
study, diagnosis, and treatment of
mental illnesses. Because of the
medical degree a psychiatrist is
qualified and licensed to prescribe
medication for his patients.

A second mental health professional is a
psychologist; he or she does not have a
medical degree and cannot prescribe
medication. However, both a "licensed
consulting psychologist" and a "licensed
psychologist," professional titles used
in Minnesota, have completed advanced
studies in human behavior and are
qualified to evaluate and assess a child
and conduct therapy programs.

To become a "licensed consulting
psychologist", a person must complete a
PhD program in psychology, have at least
two years of post doctoral experience in
the field of psychology, and pass,both
written and oral tests required by
Minnesota's licensing board.

To become a "licensed psychologist" a

person must have a master's degree in
psychology, have at least two years of
experience in the field, and pass a
written test required by the licensing
board.

Parents should be aware that programs
staffed or administered by the
professionals described above are the

most likely to be eligible for insurance

reimbursement a4id for Medical

Assistance.

Social workers can also serve as mental

health protessionals. They're persons

who've studied in human-service-related
fields, and they staff many of the
community-based programs in Minnesota.
Though they're not licensed as medical
practitioners, they do often conduct
therapy sessions and also coordinate
efforts that bring together the child,
his family, his school, and other
important persons in his life.

Psychiatric nurses are RN's (registered
nurses) who've taken further studies in
the field of psychiatry. They often

work closely with a psychiatrist,
supplementing the services he or she is
able to offer directly.

Special education teachers are also
active throughout the state in working
with children who are classified as
having "emotional/behavior disorders"
(the term used in Minnesota's
educational system.) Their special rola

will be described in the section on
"What Help Can We Expect from the
School District for our Child?"

There are many other types of
professionals staffing the various
programs throughout the state, and they

go by many assorted titles. Rather than
attempting to list and define them all
here, parents are advised - at the
first meeting at a facility they've
contacted - to discuss the backgrounds
of the staff members and find out more
about the individual qualifications of
the people who will be working with
their child. It will be the parents who
make the final judgement as to whether
they think the staff has the
qualifications to offer a purposeful and
helpful program for their youngster.
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A word of caution, however. While one

may be tempted to judge most favorably
those programs with the most academic
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degrees hanging on the wall, one
director of a local residential
treatment center says he does not hire
on the basis of "degrees" but look:
simply for people with compassion,
empathy, and proven experience in
working with troubled youngsters
his center has reportedly produced some
fine results with children whom
hospital-based programs have failed to
help.

Another important question to be
considered when deciding on a program
for a child involves the use of
medications as part of his/her
therapy plan. A good deal of
controversy surrounds the question
of whether various drugs are
effective in treating emotional
disorders.

Some programs try to keep any medi-

r
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cation at a minimum, believing that
the king term answer to their
patient's problem lies in changing
behaviors and attitude and self
images through talk or play therapy.

However, many parents as well as
professionals will attest to good
effects from their child's receiving
medication as part of the treatment
process.

The final answer may be decades away.
What is important to recognize at this
point is that parents who believe
medication should be at least considered
for their youngster will need to find a
program that is connected to a
psychiatrist. The parent who has strong
beliefs - either pro or con - about
medication should discus the issue
thoroughly with a service provider
before the child begins a program.
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You've talked about different kinds

of programs and 'therapies.' What are

the different kinds of therapies?

Once again, Sharon Brehm's book is
excellent in its description of various
approaches to the treatment of mental
illness. PSYCHOTHERAPY, a broad term,
includes those kinds of treatment where
the goal is actually to change a child's
personality - rather than simply his or

her outward behavior.

This might be done through
"psychoanalysis", a course of treatment
where the child is worked with on an

individual basis. In psychoanalysis,
the therapist attempts to bring an
unconscious conflict to his patient's
awareness and then help him or her deal

with the conflict.

A second type of psychotherapy,
"interpersonal therapy," is based on
belief that problems arise from
difficulties the individual has relating
to other people. It helps patients -
through individual counseling combined
with group sessions - to understand
their present relatioships and how to
establish new and satisfactory ones.

A third type, "client centered therapy",
holds that people have problems because
they're not able to be their true
selves, that they act unnaturally or in

conflict with their internal wishes
because of external pressure. This kind
of therapy tries to help the child
become his or her own person.

Rather than focusing on a problem's
origin and seeking to change
personality, BEHAVIOR THERAPY
concentrates on a child's outward
behavior and seeks to change those
aspects of it that are inappropriate or
produce negative results. Typically,
behavior therapy programs are designed
to take less time than are those that
seek to produce underlying personality
changes.
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Therapy programs can take several forms.

For instance, a child might meet
individually with his or her therapist

for talk sessions. Or young children
might engage in play therapy where it's

hoped they'll reveal feelings and
conflicts through play situations. A
family might be asked to meet with a
therapist as a unit so that oblems
with the family's functioning and
relationships to each other could be

worked through. Finally, a child might

meet for group therapy with other

children who are experiencing similar
emotional or behavior problems.

Other types of therapy approaches
include: "desensitization therapy" where
a child who has excessive fears is
gradually exposed to the object of his
fear while in the presence of, and
receiving the support of, a trained
professional and "parwt effectiveness"
counseling where parents are taught
techniques to improve their relationship
and dealings with a disturbed child.

Finally, certain parents may conclude
that their family functions well as a
unit, that the manner in which they
relate to their children has not led to
problems for the siblings of the
disturbed child, and, therefore, that
the root of the troubled youngster's
illness rests with a cause - possibly
unknown - other than his/her family
relationships.

Such parents may wish to seek out a
"supportive therapy" group; this kind of
group seeks simply to help parents and
siblings cope with an ill family member
and keep stress at a minimum. The focus
of "supportive therapy" groups is not on
the parents' actions as a possible
original cause of the youngster's
3ifficulty.
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What help can we expect

from the school district for our child?

To begin to answer this complex

question, let's first look at a federal
law called Public Law 94-142, The
Education for All Handicapped Children
act. This law and its regulations
specify those special educational
programs that must be provided for
handicapped students by their school
districts. PL94-142 also defines
"related services," those services that
a school must provide for a child so
that he or she can benefit from his or
her special education program.

Included on the list of related services
are both "psychological services" and
"medical and counseling services."
"Medical services", however, must be
provided only for diagnostic and
evaluation purposes.

The "psychological services" that a
school must provide are defined as:

i. "administering psychological and
educational tests, and other assessment
procedures;"

ii. "interpreting assessment results;"

iii. "obtaining, integrating, and
interpreting information about child
behavior and conditions relating to
learning;"

iv. "consulting with other staff
members in planning school programs to
meet the special needs of children as
indicated by psychological tests,
interviews, and behavioral evaluations;
and"

v. "planning and maintaining a program
of psychological services, including
psychological counseling for children
and parents."

Parents interested in the ways in which
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a school psychologist may be expected to
serve their child should keep the above
list in mind. It's usually interpreted
to mean that school psychologists would
not provide the kind of therapy program
for a child that we would see in a
psychiatrist's office, mental health
clinic, or in other programs operated by
mental health professianals outside the
school.

Psychotherapy or individualized
psychological treatment traditionally is
not considered A related service - even
though that kind of treatment program
may be necessary as a part of a child's
total program.

Accordingly, in Minnesota, the provision
of psychotherapy or the kind of treatment
programs that psychiatrists, licensed
psychologists, or licensed consulting
psychologists conduct is not considered
a school district's responsibility
because these are considered "medical"
rather than "educational" services,
according to personnel from the Minne-
sota Department of Education.

The school psychologist is usually seen
as a test administrator or an evaluator
and as a person who counsels and assists
in the management of a child's behavior
while s/he is in school. The school
psychologist does not function as the
child's "therapist."

Teachers, trained in teaching
emotionally disturbed youngsters, also
do not pretend to serve as
psychotherapists or providers of
treatment designed to deal with
deep-seated disorders.

Rather, their basic role, as described
by a consultant with the Minnesota
Department of Education, is to help
design or provide instruction, case
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management, and support to an
emotionally disturbed child within the
educational setting which accommodates
his or her emotional problems.

The teacher must know how to shape the

educational environment so that it's

most conducive to the child's academic

and social progrss. Finally, the

teacher will use certain techniques
designed to help the child's outward
behavior become more productive, less

destructive, and more likely to result
in positive relationships with his

peers.

The Minnesota Department of Education

explains a school's responsibility as

follows: A district is responsible for
determining whether a student is

educationally handicapped because of the

child's emotional/behavior problems.
The determination may include a
psychiatric or psychological evaluation
conducted at a hospital or treatment
center as well as behavior and
educational assessments conducted by the

school. Based on this information, the

school needs to develop an IEP that

would include academic, behavioral, and

social goals and objectives and may
include "counseling" as a related

service.

Such counseling might be provided by a

school psychologist, counselor, social

worker, or teacher, and would usually be

less intensive than that provided by a

psychotherapist.

The State Department suggests that

school districts would not be
responsible for the therapy provided by

a treatment center, hospital, doctor or

other mental health agency outside the

school unless the school had contracted

with such persons to deliver the
"related services" specified in the

student's IEP. Most treatment programs
in hospitals or clinics are not part of

the child's educational program,
according to the Department.

Schools are responsible for providing

appropriate educational services for
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children who have emotional disorders
and behavior problems. This would mean
establishing a full "continuum" of
educational programs within its system.
The continuum would offer arrangements
ranging from placement in a regular
classroom with consultation provided to
the classroom teacher to a fulltime
special education classroom for
emotionally disturbed children. Often,

small or rural districts work in
cooperation with neighboring districts
to,develop the full continuum of

services.

The types of placement called for by the

full "continuum" requirement are known
in Minnesota as "levels" of service.

When a district has the full continuum
in place and if the child's emotional
disturbance is so severe that s/he
cannot function in any of the school's
settings, the State Department suggests
that consideration be given to placing
the child in a residential facility
where s/he could receive both an
educational program as well as needed
treatment.

The Department emphasized, however, that
such placements are usually made for
"treatment" reasons, not because of the
child's educational needs. Therefore,

when a child is placed for treatment,
the school district's responsibility
would extend only to paying for the
educational services for the child and
not for the financial costs of the
child's board and room and treatment for
the emotional problem.

The latter costs, as viewed by school
districts, should be born by the child's
parents, insurance companies, county
social service departments - or any
combination of the three. (In those

situations, however, where the school is
making the placement for educational
reasons, the school would be responsible
for assuring that the education, board
and lodging, and transportation would be
provided at no cost to the parent.)

To summarize, there are clearly several
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strong but conflicting forces in
operation here:

Parents, understandably, can argue that
if their child needs psychotherapy or
another type of intensive therapy in
order to learn, then that therapy should
qualify as a related service which the
school must provide. Or if the student
needs placement in a residential
facility in order to progress
academically, then the costs of
placement should be the school's.

Schools, understandably, suggest that
psychotherapy or other types of
intensive therapies are not
"educational" but rather are "medical"
treatment. Therefore, the schools
believe that they should not be required
to deliver those services. Schools
further suggest that such responsibility
s'aould not be placed on them without
changes in laws that more clearly
identify such services as the school's
responsibility and provide the needed
funds from the federal or state levels
or other sources to cover the costs of
such services.

The courts are beginning to address this
issue as well....with somewhat mixed
results. Hence, the exact
responsibility of a school district for
the provision of psychological services
is far from finally resolved. As a
practical matter, however, parents at
this time should realistically expect
that if their child's emotional problems
are severe and the school district has
tried various settings and programs for
the youngster without much success, they
will need to seek help outside the
school system. They would also need to
seek financing of that help from
insurance policies, social service
financial assistance programs, and/or
their own pockets.

Let's look next at what a school
district may be expected to offer its
students with emotional/behavior
disorders.

To begin, consider first the guidelines

for "Defining and Serving Students with
Emotional/Behavior Disorders."
(Guidelines do not have the force of law
in Minnesota as do statutes and the
State Board of Education rules.
Instead, the guidlines offer suggestions
by the Minnesota Department of Education
on how individual schools might wish to
proceed in various areas. They are an
att6mpt to bring consistency to
practices throughout the state.
However, parents will want to be aware
that individual school districts may
have different criteria for entrance
into their programs for students with
emotional/behavior disorders.)

In order for a child to enter a school's
program for students with
emotional/behavior discrders, the
handbook recommends thatan evaluation
team must find that t "e child's

behavior:

1. has not been changed/improved by at
least two planned and documented
interventions applied in the school
setting;

2. occurs in more than one setting
under school jurisdiction;

3. greatly interferes with the
student's or other students'
academic/social/emotional growth;

4. is chronic (continuing over a long
period of time) and intense
(characterized by high frequency, long
duration, and/or high strength; and

5. is characterized by one of the
following five behavior criteria:
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a. inability to build or maintain
satisfactory interpersonal rela-
tions with peers, teachers,
and/or school personnel,

b. a general pervasive mood of
unhappiness or depression, wide
mood swings,
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c. the development of a variety

of physical symptoms or fears
associated with personal or

school problems,

d. inappropriate behaviors or
feelings under normal circum-
stances,

e. inability (underachievement)
to learn, given adequate educa-
tional opportunities that cannot
be explained by intellectual,
sensory, health, cultural, or
linguistic factors.

The handbook further advises that no
student shall be identified or assigned

to a program for students with
emotional/behavior disorders for
disciplinary reasons only.

For children under five who haven't yet
been in an educatiw setting, the
handbook acknowledges that the criteria

above cannot be strictly applied and
recommends instead that "developmental
norms and parental expectations" should

be considered when assessing the younger
children. The guidelines suggest that
the assessment process should decide if

a given behavior handicaps the child
because it's "developmentally
inappropriate, persistent, and resistant

to change."

If a child has entered a special
education classroom for emotionally
disturbed students, he or she may expect
to find a classroom teacher who attempts

to shape the classroom environment so it
produces as few stressful situations as
possible. The teacher will also
probably use a combination of teaching
techniques known as behavior
modification or behavior management.
Shelves of books have been written on
this topic, making a complete
description of it impossible here.
However, a few examples follow to give
parents a suggestion of what's involved.

The teacher might reduce stress by
trying to prevent the likelihood of
inappropriate behavior; to do this,
she'll clearly state a few clear cut

expectations of the child and then
enforce them consistently. Before
certain behaviors might occur, she'll
make sxe the child understands what
their consequences would be. She keeps

the classroom rules and procedures
simple and consistent.

The teacher may establish with the
student certain nonverbal signals that
will be used to clue him/her in that
his/her behavior's about to become
unacceptable. She may anticipate a
problem and quietly switch the student
to another task for awhile. She will
have met individually with the youngster
to discuss conflicts s/he has with
behavior and methods that could be used
to forestall problems. When such a
problem does seem likely to happen, she
may intercede by offering quiet support
and nonverbal signals to remind the
student of the methods they'd discussed
to handle the problem.

Frequently, a reward system will be
used; for instance, a student might know
that if s/he gets through a given class
period without banging his/her desk top
in anger, s/he will earn a certain
number of points that could be used at
the week's end for extra gym privileges.

A classroom for disturbed youngsters may
also contain a private space (often
called a "time out" room) that can be
used for "cooling off" periods by
students who've temporarily lost their
self control.

Whatever the variety of techniques
used, they will typically deal with
students' outward behaviors.

As such, for many seriously disturbed
youngsters, behavior management or
modification techniques may not be the
complete solution to serve the child's
needs. Accordingly, it's expected that
many deeply troubled youngsters, even
though they can function well enough to
remain in the group setting of the
special education classroom, will also
need to work with an outside
psychologist or psychiatrist.
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One school district's program

To better understand what a school can
offer, the following is a picture of the
progrrm offered through one local
suburban school district. While
certainly not typical or identical to
what may be available at schools
statewide, the program does give a

glimpse of what's at least possible.

When visited, the district's Level V
program for elementary children with
emotional/behavior disorders had eight
children, all boys, ranging in age from
eight to thirteen.

The teacher, who has a master's degree
in special education and is licensed to
teach emotionally disturbed children,
was assisted by one fulltime aide.

The total classroom environment was very
structured, the teacher explained, since
emotionally disturbed youngsters find it
especially hard to adjust to change.
Hence, she lets them know as clearly as
possible what's expected of them and
tries to make sure her policies and
rules are as consistent as is humanly
possible.

She uses combinations of the techniques
described above and considers the
awarding of points extremely important.
The points are given for getting and
staying ready for tasks, following
directions, completing work, and being
cooperative with the teacher and other
students. Students are awarded points
immediately after each class period --
the awarding has to take place quickly
so good behavior can be reinforced.
Thus, on occasions when points aren't
given, the child can easily remember the
exact behavior that led to the missing
award.

Students are able to use the points for
some tangible goods (like posters) but -
more frequently - for non-material
rewards: more free time, going to the
gym, listening to records, and flying

kites for instance. Each student
decides weekly on a specific goal to
work on in order tc improve his/her
behavior.

When students find they can't keep
control of themselves temporarily,
there's a spot in thl classroom where
they can stay for awhile or another,
more isolated space across the hall
where an adult will go with them and
stay until control is regained. She
says that teachers of emotionally
disturbed students do have to know how
to gently, but firmly, physically
restrain those in their charge when it's
necessary to protect the child and
others around him.

Knowing the children as individuals is
important in many ways, she emphasizes.
For one thing, ignoring the negative
behavior of one child can lead to its
decrease since s/he's no longer
receiving attention for it. For another
child, the teacher points out, ignoring
bad behavior may only mean he'll
escalate it in order to force someone to
pay attention. Hence, methods and
procedures used in the classroom must be
planned on an individual basis for each
child.

The teacher says that the students
making the most progress in her
classroom are those counseled by an
outside psychologist or psychiatrist or
those whose families are receiving .

counseling. She will seek permission
from those children's parents to talk to
the child's therapist on an ongoing
basis - to discuss the goals being
worked on in the child's therapy so she
can work toward the same goals in her
classroom when possible.

Close involvement with parents is also
sought, she says, since children also
make the most progress when their home
and school are working together.

The Level V program at this school asks
that parents of the students mee'
monthly with the teacher and anoth.2r
school professional who's not working
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directly with the chili. They discuss

mutual behavioral goals that home and
school are working on. Also, a note is
sent home daily if a child has had a
good day at school. Parents are
requested to spend fifteen minutes of
time on an individual basis with the
child each day to reinforce their
youngsters' good days at school and to
attend "parenting effectiveness" classes
in the area.

Among the children present in early
spring, some have been in the classroom
since September and not mainstreamed for
even one class period. Others who began

in September have since been
mainstreamed for up to six classes,
still returning to the classroom for
students with emotional/behavior
disorders (E/BD) for short periods.

The whole point of the program, states
the teacher, is to move children back
into the mainstream - when they're
ready. The point system is used to
measure their readiness. Students must
have a certain number of "good" days
(what their behavior must be like in
order to qualify as a good day is
discussed with each child in advance)
before they'll be mainstreamed for the
first class. The teacher will Continue
to monitor how the student is doing in

the class outside her room. Should all

go well and the student continue to

accumulate more points and good days,
further mainstreaming can take place.

Not only is there emphasis on enabling

children to leave the special classroom

and the self-contained situation, the

children won't have been placed there

without a good deal of thought in the

first place, explained the school
district's coordinator of programs for

emotionally disturbed students. Every

attempt is made to serve students In the

least restrictive setting before
referral is made to a Level V program.

At the other end of the district's

continuum of services, students in Level

II would be in a regular classroom. A

special education teacher would work

with the youngster's classroom teacher,

making suggestions for room arrangements
that might reduce potential problems or
offering ideas on how to improve the
student's self image ia the classroom.
Contracts or management systems may be
carried out through joint efforts of
regular and special education staff.

Students in Level III would be in
regular classes but also work directly
with a special education teacher,
meeting daily to discuss their behavior
and developing strategies to cope with
problems. The students might also meet
in small groups to work on behavior in
social situations.

Level IV students would have a program
similar to that of Level III youngsters
but might also need to spend additional
time in a resource room and would
require much more involvement from the
special education teacher in their whole
program.

Only when a student has failed to make
progress in any of the less restrictive
levels would he or she enter the Level V
classroom, noted the coordinator. "We

have all sorts of gates that must be
passed before placing a child in Level
V. It's not something we do lightly."

The coordinator's remarks supported the

teacher's emphasis on the need for

parental involvement as she stressed

that children are most likely to get

better when their families are working

with the school to provide a healthy

atmosphere.

"Kids often are in trouble because of
what's happening at home, and the school
can't be helpful unless we know what's

going on. Also, parents have every
right to know and need to know wnat the
school is doing, what strategies we're
using. There must be good cooperation
and follow through,"concluded the consultant.

SECONDARY PROGRAM

Secondary students with emotional or
behavior disorders, although not in a
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self - contained classroom for their

entire scho.i day, would also have the
"continuum" of programs available to
them in this district.

Those with less severe problems would
remain in their regular school
environment where they would meet and
receive academic credit for
participating in counseling with a staff
person trained in working with
emotionally disturbed students.
Contracts would be drawn up between the
student and his or her staff counselor,
outlining the behavior goals towards
which the student would work.

Continuing sessions with the student's
counselor might be on an individual
basis, or s/he could work with the
counselor as part of a group. The
sessions could be devoted to
"therapeutic conversation," i.e.,
discussions that focus on problems tne
student is encountering, what things
about his/her behavior could be leading
or contributing to the problems, and
what s/he can do to lessen the problems.

High school students in this school
district who have more severe emotional
disIrders would enter a Level V program
at a special education cooperative
school to which the local district
belongs.

Students in the Level V program would
have a rotating class schedule, going to
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different rooms for each of their
academic subjects just as their
nonhandicapped peers do. However, each
of their teachers has dual certification
or a background in both an academic area
and in teaching emotionally disturbed
students. Special staff members for the
program include a licensed psychologist
and social workers.

Each student has a "case manager"
assigned to him/her, and s/he would meet
with that staff member in th^ morning
and afternoon. The case manager has
primary responsibility for observing and
guiding the student's progress.

The program at the special education
cooperative places less emphasis on
behavior modification techniques such
as those discussed in the local
district's program for elementary
youngsters. Rather, according to the
program's director, the approach here is
"psychoeducational," an approach that
deals with the students' personalities
and helps them make the inward changes
necessary to eliminate their
self-defeating and negative behavior
patterns.

Students would meet for counseling, on a
group or individual basis, either daily
or less frequently according to their
individual needs. They're encouraged to
work with an outside professional in
addition to the school program.



What's my role as a parent

in the midst of all the professionals

who might be working with my child?

Like children with all handicaps, an

emotionally disturbed youngster is
Probably going to have more than one
professional involved in his life.

And like parents of all handicapped
children, one of your major roles will

be to coordinate the services received

by your child. Yours will be the
continuing presence in his or her life;

while others pass in and out of his

existence, you'll be the person who

remembers what has happened during the

course of his lifetime. In an ideal

world, we would hope that professionals
from various "agencies" (like a school
or mental health center) would be

talking to each other on a regular basis
and exchanging information on what's
happening with a person in their care
and what each agency might be doing to
help the efforts of the other(s).

In real life, however, there may be a
breakdown in communication - therefore,
it may become necessary for you to serve
as the link between service providers.

Most often you will find that the
child's progress can be helped when all
services providers - educational,
emotional, and medical - are aware of

what each is doing to help. If you find

that the professionals appear to be
working in isolation - or even against
each other - you may wish to request a
staffing with representatives present
from the school staff, from each
outside agency, and possibly from a
parent advocacy organization so that
communication lines can be opened and
efforts coordinated.

You will also need to monitor the
program offered by the school district

and be sure that it does have in place a

"continuum" of services like that
explored earlier in the local suburban

district.

A district that seems to offer nothing

except the provision of occasional
counseling periods for the student or a
recommendation that he or she be placed
outside the home in a residential
treatment center should be viewed with

concern. In such a case, the parent
would then need to urge the creation of

a program that does meet the needs of an

emotionally disturbed child through his

home district, keeping in mind the
various levels of programs described
earlier that schools are required by law

to provide.
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'Who Do We Blame? What Good Does It Do?'

by Batty Haddte

Tti seems to be an ingtained patt oi human nature to took 04
someone to blame whenever anything goes wrong . This .us
ezpeciatty thus whenever something goes wkong with a chid.
Pak-Atz blame teacketz, teachers blame patents, and they
both blame adminizttatots. Even L it were possible to
eztabtizh ohms, what good would it do the child?

The people who zu66et most 6kOM thin blame seeking ate the
patents o6 chitdten with emotional and behavior disoAdm.

Whenever a chad has an obvious physical handicap, ye/14 hew
people ate insensitive enough to suggest that the patents ate at
6autt. No one says t9 the patents oti a Hind chitd, "li you
had Aaised hie) p4opetty, he woad not be btind." Most people
woad have mate Aezpect 04 the 6eetingz o6 the patents o6 a
zevetety to tatded child than to blame the patents 60A the .'t
chitd's aWiction.

We have compassion 6o4 these patents and their. chiciten. We tAy
to help i6 we can. The patents o6 chiaten with mental and
emotionat handicaps, however, ate 6ait game 04 att. They must
Listen to temathz such as: "I6 he wets my child, I'd make kim
Listen!" "The only thing that giAt needs L a good spanking!"
"He's just Lazy, you've got to make him team!" "What kind o6
patents wouZd Aaise a kid tike that?" and zo on. I'm cettain
that many mote examples could be given by patent who have been
Via 4:110 06 such cutting tematkz.

Consider the plight o6 these patentz. They o6ten blame them-
selves. Conzumed with quitt, they ash. themselves, "What have I
done wtong?". In dezpetation, they seek help 64om "pto6ezziona2z."
They go 64om agency to agency, art pAo6ezzing to help troubled
chitdten. They Azad book a6teit book wAitten by "expeAtz." They
iteceive counzeting and attend zeminats. Many spend their savings
in a 6tuittezz e66ott to "6ind a cute." A hew lucky onus do get
help, but the success tate Ls dismatty low. For the unlucky
majonity, the tieeting o6 hopeless near incuases as they zee little
imptovement dezpite att e66oAtz. Many zee a 6utute 6u21 oti
heaAtache and tittte hope.

These patents do not need the add Borah pu/tisitment bAought on by
cattouz temaths made by othetz.

The btame-zeeketz ne)ut explain how patents oti t4oubted chitdten can
also have "good" chitdten in the same not how some .lazy,
lawless and otheAwise un6it patents can have "good" chadten. 76
the patents were awayz to blame, this would never happen.
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RutheA than tooling bon someone to ()tame, we 'showed all wank

Loge then to zee that the necezzahy hezouncez ahe attocated to

conduct hezeatch and Iiind 4otution4 to these phobeemz. I do

not mean that we need mane peopte to invent hat.6-baked

theohiez zo that they can white book4 and conduct tectuhez.

Thee do nothing mane than entich authors by preying on the

dezpehation o6 pahentz Litting to qty anything.

We need tegiti.mate hezeanch by zcieKtiztz. We need anzwehz

about how the mind heaity woaz and how it iz inguenced by

body chemizthy. Such hezeahch, o6 couhze, iz being done, but
not on a zcate that beau any hetationzhip to the magnitude

o6 the pnobtem. We need a hezeahch ptognam to .improve the
quaZi,ty o6 human tip. that haz the zcope o6 the Manhattan

aoject.

The who& counthy wowed bene6it and many phezentty unhappy

pahentz and chaditen woad be etehnatey ghate4a.

(Mr. Haddle, the author of this article, is principal of the
Ferndale Elementary School in Johnstown, Pennsylvania, and is

in charge of special education for the Ferndale area. "Who Do

We Blame? What Good Does It Do?" was reprinted by permission

from the Exceptional Parent magazine. It appeared in the
magazine's December, 1982, issue. No further reproduction is

allowed without express permission from the magazine.)

THE EXCEPTIONAL PARENT magazine has served parents and professionals concerned

with the care of children with all handicapping conditions (mental, physical,

emotional, and learning) since 1971. Yearly subscriptions (eight issues) are

available at $16.00 for individuals and $24.00 for organizations, schools,

and libraries. To order, write to THE EXCEPTIONAL PARENT, 605 Commonwealth Ave.,
Boston, MA. 02215, giving your name and address along with the information that

you would like a subscription.
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SECTION TWO

SERVICES AND PROGRAMS IN MINNESOTA
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When using this section, thtee undeAztandingz 4houLd be kept

in mind:

1. PAogAarm and hetviceh are atwayz in a htate oh htux. In

cettain caheh, a heAvice that exihted when this book wah
teheanched may have been dropped on changed in tioAm.
However, by coating the numbeth tinted, you wLU have a
htatting point in acating a hetvice even though Lt exact
60AM may have changed.

2. In tisting and descAibing pAogAarm and hetvicez, PACER
did not have the tehoutceh to individuatty evacuate and apptove
each one inctuded £n the tiottowing pageh. However, the tinting

united to heAvices connected with some type oti ehtabtihhed
inhtitution (a county OA hozpitat, but in/stance) and, thetehote,
hubject to home hott oh pubtic 4cAutiny, monitoAing tequite-
menth, and/oA monitoAing.

3. This booklet concenttates on "public" pAogAavis on 4VZ.ViCe..6

(those connected with county human hetviceis depattmenth, Sot
inztance) hince they ate mote tikety to be oti help to timited-

income hamilies. &hiders such pAogAams, .here ate, oh couture,
many pAivatety-operated hetvices on hacititieh .located in the

mettopotitan area. A htatting point in tocatng them ih to
contact the Minnehota Psychotogicat Association on the
Hennepin OA Ramsey County Medical Societieh (ductibed on page
33), oA youA ptivate phyhician.

To tocate pitivatety-opetated setvicehiptogtano outhide the
metkopotitan area, you may wish to contact yow' county nuthe,
hamily d0a0A, on the Minnesota Psychotogicat Ahhociation.

Also, a List that inctudeh many "ptivate hectot" hacaitieh
L avaitabte .through the Minnehota Depattment oh Human Setviceh,
Mentat Ittnehh PAogAam Centenniat Building, St. Paut,

MN. 55155, (612) 296-4497. (Mite OA cal and ahk hot the
Divizion'h tint oh what ate ca led "Rule 29" hacititieh. Thes e

are ptogAams that oiim. outpatient setviceh.
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A variety of available programs

In the following pages, you'll find
many different types of programs and
services described: hospital-based
programs, community mental health
centers, services offered through Ramsey
and Hennepin Counties, the University of
Minnesota hospital, and residential
treatment centers.

In addition to the facilities and

programs described in the following
pages, parents may wish to consult
mental health professionals who are in
private practice.

The Minnesota Psychological Association
(MPA) conducts a free, statewide
referral service that helps people
locate an appropriate psychologist. By
calling (612) 920-2998 and asking for
the referral service, parents could
learn of licensed psychologists in their
areas with skills related to their
child's requirements.

Persons in the metropolitan area could
contact the Ramsey County Medical
Society (612-291-1981) or the Hennepin
County Medical Society (612-623-3030)
to receive the names of psychiatrists.
Neither Society would actually rate
doctors or recommend one particular
psychiatrist. However, they will let
callers know which psychiatrist(s)
is closest to their geographical area.
Also, they will tell callers whether or
not the doctor in question is board
certified.

Some financial considerations

None of the programs or services is
free. Hence, unless your private
funds are unlimited or you have a
marvelous insurance policy, other
financial sources must be sought.
Because each person's financial
situation, each insurance policy, and
each treatment program's eligibility

are somewhat unique, once again no
hard and fast answers can be given
that will apply to each specific
situation. Here, however, are some
financial suggestions and some pit-
falls to avoid.

Insurance policies

Group health policies written under
Minnesota law for groups composed of
Minnesota residents must provide for
mental health coverage. Generally, they
will at least partially cover the costs
of treatment through a hospital program,
a community mental health center, a
residential treatment center, or a
psychiatrist or licensed consulting
psychologist.

However, because of certain "fine print"
complications, some group policies may
not have been written under Minnesota
law and, therefore, may not contain the
mental health coverage. Hence, before
committing yourself to an expensive
treatment program for a family member,
make absolutely certain that your policy
does have the coverage needed.
(Questions about specific Minnesota
legal provisions regarding insurance
policies may be addressed to the
Department of Commerce, Enforcement
Section, 500 Metro Square Building, St.
Paul, MN. 55101.)

Policies written for individuals
(non-group coverage) may vary a great
deal - their specific provisions should
always be examined.

Finally, even though you know you have
the insurance coverage in generAl, the
therapy or treatment program you're
considering should be checked out co
make sure it's eligible. 4 rule of
thumb is that the more medically-
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oriented a program is, the more likely

its eligibility. Programs conducted

by psychiatrists or licensed consult-

ing psychologists have better chances

for insurance reimbursement than ones

runk for instance, by social workers

with bachelor degrees. Also, pro-

grams operated by hospitals, even

though they don't require hospitali-

zation of the child served, may be

eligible.

As you'll note when reading the section
on Mental Health Centers and counties'
mental health programs, some are eligi-
ble for insurance coverage. This topic
should be explored during an initial
meeting with the county or center.
Also, you may contact the State Depart-
ment of Human Services for a list of
the Centers and county programs that
are eligible for insurance coverage.

Hill Burton funds
Under a federal law, hospitals that
received federal funding for building or
rennovation are required to "pay back"
part of'their obligation to the
government by "writing off" part or all

of the costs of care to families whose
incomes are limited and who are
receiving,no other government aid. A

few of the Twin Cities area hospitals
have some of these funds available;
those that do are noted accordingly in
the section on hospital-based programs.
This possibility should be explored by
families with limited incomes. To do

so, direct an inquiry to the hospital's

business office.

Medical Assistance

Suppose that your family's income is
high enough to exclude you from
receiving any kind of government

income assistance - but too low to
handle the costs of medical care for

an emotionally ill youngster.

You might want to find out if your child
could qualify - not for an income
assistance program - but for Medical
Assistance (Medicaid) to help handle the
costs of his/her necessary treatment.
Though it's the child's costs that are a
concern, it is the parent's income that
is taken into account when determining
eligibility. Find out if this is a
possibility by inquiring through your
county's Human or Social Service
Departmnt.

What kind of programs might be coveted
under Medical Assistance? The general
guideline is those most medically
oriented; i.e. most hospital-based
programs, some - but not all - community
mental health programs, and services
from private doctors.

Currently, the types of programs that
can be covered are in a state of change.
Courts are re-examining the eligibility
of certain programs, and the federal
administration has granted certain
waivers that allow some programs to
receive Medicaid reimbursement now that
would not have been eligible in the
past. Therefore, it is always a good
idea to check in advance whether or not
the program in which you're interested
might be, or might become, a
Medicaid-enrolled provider.

Sliding scale arrangements
Surprisingly, a few private programs
(those not operated by counties or the
state) do have fee scales that are
adjusted according to your ability to

pay (sliding scales). Frequently, they
receive government or United Way funds
that enable them to use the sliding

scale schedule.
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Usually, however, you'll find sliding
scale arrangements in connection with
"public" programs (those connected with
or supported by the government). This
category would include care at the
University of Minnesota hospital, a
community mental health center, in a
state hospital, in residential treatment
centers, through voluntary social
service agencies, or through programs
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with which Hennepin and Ramsey Counties
and others have contracts for provision
of service.

Understandably, parents with limited
incomes or without ample insurance - but
unable to qualify for Medical Assistance
- will most likely find help for their
youngster in one of i_he programs
described in the previous paragraph.
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Mental health programs

offered by Minnesota counties

Many parents with limited resources will
find the mental health program operated
by their county a wise spot to contact
in seeking services for an emotionally
disturbed child.

The counties' obligation to serve
families with limited incomes stems from
the Community Social Services Act
(CSSA), which grants a combination of
federal and state funds to each
Minnesota county to provide services for
certain groups of people, including
emotionally disturbed children and
adolescents. Counties must match, from
their own funds, the state's portion of
the grant.

This money is then used to provide care,
either through a mental health program
the county runs itself or through a
local community mental heAlth center,
for children whose parents cannot
afford, or whose insurance doesn't
cover, the full costs of services.
(Parents will be asked to pay for as
much of the care as their income and
insurance allow.)

Services through most community mental
health centers and ccttain of the
programs operated by counties themselves

can be covered by insurance policies
(i.e., the eligible centers have been
approved as "rule 29" facilities by the

state's Department of Human Services).

Services from such centers may also be
covered by Medical Assistance, also
known as Medicaid. However, being
approved as a "rule 29" facility does

not guarantee that the center will be

covered by Medicaid.

Once again, parents can check with the

Department of Human Services to
determine whether or not the mental
health program run by their county is
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eligible for insurance and/or Medicaid
coverage.

Parents approaching one of the centers
for services, then, should expect that
some zlasistance will be available from
the county if their own income is
limited. However, taey will also be
asked to contribute a certain portion
privately if possible, and any insurance
they have could be used as would be
Medical Assistance if they and the
program are both eligible for it.

Because the CSSA is somewhat vague and
says only that each county must
"address" the needs of groups such as
emotionally disturbed youngsters,
services vary widely from one center or
county to another. iTithin Minnesota,

some urban counties are operating their
own comprehensive and extensive
programs. Many other counties belong to
a mental health center along with
several others. Yet others may be "going
it on their own," contracting with
private practitioners to prowl.de
services and referring persons in need
of hospitalization to large hospitals
outside their own area.

Typically, we can expect that a county
will have contracted with or arranged
with a residential treatment center to
provide long term residential care for
youngsters who can not remain in their
own homes.

Finally, some counties will also have
in-home services and/or foster care
provisions in place for emotionally
disturbed youngsters whose families are
experiencing difficulties but for whose
children placement in a group home or
residential treatment facility is not
recommended or required.

Parents who are interested in the types
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of services provided in their county
would be interested in the Community
Social Services Act (CSSA) plan each
county must develop to show how it
provides care. The plan has to be on
display at the government center or
courthouse, and parents could ask to see
it. The plan must be updated every two
years; a notice of the planning process
that accompanies the update must be
published and parents could use this
process to offer their own input.

The Minnesota Department of Human
Services maintains an appeals process
for people who think that they have been
treated unfairly or improperly by their
county's social services agency. Such
persons should contact their county
agency or the Department's appeals
section in St. Paul for the necessary
appeals form.

The following are the names and phone
numbers of Minnesota counties' mental
health programs or community mental
health centers and a list of the
counties served by each. The centers
and programs can be contacted directly
by parents seeking evaluations and
other services for their child.
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To use this section (pages 38-44) of
the booklet:

(1) Find the name of your own
county acording to the alphabetical
listing on pp. 38-41, and then look
in the column to the right to find
the name of the program or center
serving your county.

(2) Next, find a descrlp..ion of
that program or center in the
material beginning on page 41.
The centers/programs are also
listed in alphabetical order.

Some of the counties may have made

different arrangements for the provision
of mental health services since they
were originally contacted. However, by
contacting the number listed with each,
parents can learn of the arrangement
currently in existence.

For those centers that returned a
completed questionnaire to PACER, brief
descriptions of the services they offer
are included. (Because of their size,
Hennepin and Ramsey Counties' programs
will be covered in separate sections.)
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Name of County Name of Program Serving that County

AitkIn NORTHLAND MENTAL HEALTH CENTER

Anoka ANOKA COUNTY COMMUNITY HEALTH AND SOCIAL SERVICE

Becker LAKELAND MENTAL HEALTH CENTER

Beltrami UPPER MISSISSIPPI MENTAL HEALTH CENTER

Benton CENTRAL MINNESOTA MENTAL HEALTH BOARD

Big Stone BIG STONE COUNTY FAMILY SERVICE CENTER

Blue Earth BLUE EARTH COUNTY FAMILY SERVICE CENTER

Brown SIOUX TRAILS MENTAL HEALTH CENTER

Carlton HUMAN DEVELOPMENT CENTER

Carver CARVER COUNTY MENTAL HEALTH PROGRAM

Cass UPPER MISSISSIPPI MENTAL HEALTH CENTER

Chippewa WEST CENTRAL COMMUNITY SERVICES CENTER

Chisago FIVE COUNTY HUMAN DEVELOPMENT PROGRAM

Clay LAKELAND MENTAL HEALTH CENTER

Clearwater UPPER MISSISSIPPI MENTAL HEALTH CENTER

Cook COOK COUNTY SOCIAL AND HEALTH SERVICES DEPT.

Cottonwood SOUTHWESTERN MENTAL 4EALTH CENTER

Crow Wing NORTHERN PINES MENTAL HEALTH CENTER

Dakota DAKOTA COUNTY MENTAL HEALTH CENTER

Dodge LUTHER YOUNGDAHL HUMAN RELATIONS CENTER

Douglas LAKELAND MENTAL HEALTH CENTER

Faribault FARIBAULT -MARTIN -WATONWAN HUMAN SERVICE BOARD

Fillmore ZUMBRO VALLEY MENTAL HEALTH CENTER

Freeborn FREEBORN COUNTY MENTAL HEALTH CENTER

Goodhue ZUMBRO VALLEY MENTAL HEALTH CENTER

Grant LAKELAND MENTAL HEALTH CENTER

Houston HIAWATHA VALLEY MENTAL HEALTH CENTER
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Hubbard UPPER MISSISSIPPI MENTAL HEALTH CENTER

Isanti FIVE COUNTY HUMAN DEVELOPMENT PROGRAM

Itasca NORTHLAND MENTAL HEALTH CENTER

Jackson JACKSON COUNTY WELFARE DEPARTMENT

Kanabec FIVE COUNTY HUMAN DEVELOPMENT PROGRAM

Kandiyohi WEST CENTRAL COMMUNITY SERVICES CENTER

Kittson NORTHWESTERN MENTAL HEALTH CENTER

Koochiching NORTHLAND MENTAL HEALTH CENTER

Lac qui Parle WEST CENTRAL COMMUNITY SERVICES CENTER

Lake HUMAN DEVELOPMENT CENTER

Lake of the Woods UPPER MISSISSIPPI MENTAL HEALTH CENTER

Le Sueur LE SUEUR COUNTY MENTAL HEALTH BOARD

Lincoln WESTERN HUMAN DEVELOPMENT CENTER

Lyon WESTERN HUMAN DEVELOPMENT CENTER

Mahnomen NORTHWESTERN MENTAL HEALTH CENTER

Marshallf NORTHWESTERN MENTAL HEALTH CENTER

Martin FARIBAULT-MARTIN-WATONWAN HUMAN SERVICE BOARD

McLeod MCHLEOD COUNTY SOCIAL SERVICE CENTER

Meeker WEST CENTRAL COMMUNITY SERVICES CENTER, INC.

Mille Lacs FIVE COUNTY HUMAN DEVELOPMENT PROGRAM, INC.

Morrison NORTHERN PINES MENTAL HEALTH CENTER

Mower MOWER COUNTY MENTAL HEALTH CENTER

Murray WESTERN HUMAN DEVELOPMENT CENTER

Nicollet SIOUX TRAILS MENTAL HEALTH CENTER

Nobles SOUTHWESTERN MENTAL HEALTH CENTER

Norman NORTHWESTERN MENTAL HEALTH CENTER

Olmstead ZUMBRO VALLEY MENTAL HEALTH CENTER

Otter Tail LAKELAND MENTAL HEALTH CENTER
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Pennington NORTHWESTERN MENTAL HEALTH CENTER

Pine FIVE COUNTY HUMAN DEVELOPMENT PROGRAM

Pipestone SOUTHWESTERN MENTAL HEALTH CENTER

Polk NORTHWESTERN MENTAL HEALTH CENTER

Pope LAKELAND MENTAL HEALTH CENTER

Red Lake NORTHWESTERN MENTAL HEALTH CENTER

Redwood WESTERN HUMAN DEVELOPMENT CENTER

Renville WEST CENTRAL COMMUNITY SERVICES CENTER

Rice RICE COUNTY MENTAL HEALTH CENTER

Rock SOUTHWESTERN MENTAL HEALTH CENTER

Roseau UPPER MISSISSIPPI MENTAL HEALTH CENTER

St. Louis HUMAN DEVELOPMENT CENTER, (also, the RANGE MENTAL
HEALTH CENTER serves the upper 2/3 of St. Louis

County.)

Scott SCOTT COUNTY HUMAN SERVICES BOARD

Sherburne CENTRAL MINNESOTA MENTAL HEALTH BOARD

Sibley SIOUX TRAILS MENTAL HEALTH CENTER

Stearns CENTRAL MINNESOTA MENTAL HEALTH BOARD

Steele LUTHER YOUNGDAHL HUMAN RELATIONS CENTER

Stevens LAKELAND MENTAL HEALTH CENTER

Swift WEST CENTRAL COMMUNITY SERVICES CENTER

Todd NORTHERN PINES MENTAL HEALTH CENTER

Traverse LAKELAND MEN= HEALTH CENTER

Wabasha HIAWATHA VALLEY MENTAL HEALTH CENTER

Wadena NORTHERN PINES MENTAL HEALTH CENTER

Waseca LUTHER YOUNGDAHL HUMAN RELATIONS CENTER

Washington WASHINGTON COUNTY HUMAN SERVICES

Watonwan FARIBAULT-MARTIN-WATONWAN HUMAN SERVICES BOARD

Wilkin LAKELAND MENTAL HEALTH CENTER
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Winona

Wright

Yellow Medicine

HIAWATHA VALLEY MENTAL HEALTH CENTER

CENTRAL MINNESOTA MENTAL HEALTH BOARD

WESTERN HUMAN DEVELOPMENT CENTER

ANOKA COUNTY COMMUNITY HEALTH AND SOCIAL
SERVICE, Anoka County Courthouse, 325 E.

Main St., Anoka, MN. 55303, (612)
421-4760, serves Anoka County (No other
information received)

BIG STONE COUNTY FAMILY SERVICE CENTER,
340 N.W. 2nd St., Ortonville, MN. 56278,
(612) 839-2555, serves Big Stone County
(No other information received)

BLUE EARTH COUNTY HUMAN SERVICE BOTRD,
410 South 5th St., Mankato, MN. 56001,
(507) 625-9034, serves Blue Earth County
(No other information received)

CARVER COUNTY MENTAL HEALTH PROGRAM,
Chaska, MN. 55318, (612) 448-4900,
serves Carver County. Outpatient
services include: individual
psychotherapy, family therapy, play
therapy, psychological assessment and
diagnosis. Sessions are usually held
once per week but can be more frequent.
The Center has no inpatient services and
would send patients in need of
hospitalization to the Golden Valley
Health Center, Hutchinson Memorial
Hospital, or North Memorial Hospital.
The staff includes one licensed
consulting psychologist, two
psychologists who are completing
doctoral work, three social workers with
master's degrees, and one psychiatric
nurse with a master's degrPd. The
Center also has a part time
psychiatrist.

CENTRAL MINNESOTA MENTAL HEALTH BOARD,
1321 13th St. N., St. Cloud, MN. 56301,
(612) 252-5010, serves Stearns, Benton,
Wright, and Sherburne Counties.
Outpatient services include: individual,
family, and group therapy. The length
of therapy depends on the client's need

and the availability of a therapist.
There are no inpatient facilities or
formal arrangements to provide
hospitalization for patients. The staff
includes licensed consulting
psychologists, four of whom do some work
with children and families; six
psychiatric social workers; and one full
time licensed psychologist.

COOK COUNTY SOCIAL AND HEALTH SERVICES
DEPT., Courthouse, Grand Marais 55604,
(218) 387-2282, serves Cook County

DAKOTA COUNTY MENTAL HEALTH CENTER,
INC., 744 19th Ave. N., So. St. Paul, MN.
55075, (612) 455-9651, serves Dakota Co.
Outpatient services include: individual,
family and group counseling; diagnosis/
assessment/testing. Patients in need of
hospitalization are directed to available
facilities in the Twin Cities. The staff
includes psychiatrists, psychologists,
psychiatric social workers, and mental
health educators. (See pp. 50, 51 for
programs open to Dakota County residents
through Human Resource Associates.)

FARIBAULT-MARTIN-WATONWAN HUMAN SERVICES
BOARD, Martin County Courthouse,
Fairmont, MN. 56031, (507) 238-4757,
serves Faribault, Martin and Watonwan
Counties. Outpatient services include
group, individual, and family
counseling. Patients in need of
hospitalization are referred to a
variety of hospitals in Mankato or the
Twin Cities. The staff includes one
PhD. psychologist; an education
psychologist; two social workers with
master's degrees; and three
psychologists with master's degrees.
There is no psychiatrist on staff at the
present time.
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FIVE COUNTY HUMAN DEVELOPMENT PROGRAM,
INC., 205 Second St. S.,W., Braham, Mn.
55006, (612) 396-3333, serves Chisago,
Isanti, Mille Lacs, Pine and Kanabec
Counties. Outpatient services include:
individual and family therapy (including
play therapy); a formal family sexual
abuse treatment program that includes
group therapy and education for all
family members; and, beginning this
fall, therapy groups for children of
alcoholic parents. Patients in need of

hospitalization are referred to
hospitals in the Twin Cities, St. Cloud
and Duluth. The center's staff includes
three psychologists, two social workers,
one psychiatric nurse, one behavior
analyst, and one psychiatrist. One of
the psychologists has signing ability
and can work with deaf youngsters.

FREEBORN COUNTY MENTAL HEALTH CENTER,
Box 649, 231 E. Clark St., Albert Lea,
Mn. 56007, (507) 373-6482, serves
Freeborn County. Outpatient services
include psychiatric and psychological
evaluations and testing; individual,
family, and group counseling. The

lergal of sessions varies from one-half
to two hours; group sessions are on a
weekly basis. Evaluations last from one
to three sessions; the length of the
program varies according to need. The
local hospital is used for clients in

need of hospitalization. The staff
includes two part time psychiatrists,
one licensed consulting psychologist,

one social worker with a master's
degree, and one psychiatric social
worker with a master's degree.

HIAWATHA VALLEY MENTAL HEALTH CENTER,
Box 619, 50 W. 2nd St., Winona, MN.
55987, (507) 454-4341, serves Winona,
Wabasha, and Houston Counties.
Outpatient servi:es include individual
and group therapy and assessments.
Patients in need of hospitalization are
referred to hospitals in Winona,
LaCrosse, Rochester or the Twin Cities.
The staff includes licensed consulting
psychologists, licensed psychologists, a
consulting psychiatrist, a clinical
social worker, and chemical dependency
counselors.

HUMAN DEVELOPMENT CENTER, 1401 E. First
St., Duluth, MN. 55805, (218) 728-4491,
serves southern St. Louis County and all
of Lake and Carlton Counties.
Outpatient services include individual,
family and group therapy; a day
treatment program for elementary aged
children; and special groups for
children from families affected by
violence. There are no inpatient
arrangements. The staff includes two
clinical psychologists, two mental
health counselors, and two social
workers. The Center also offers parent
training.

JACKSON COUNTY WELFARE DEPARTMENT, Box
67, Jackson, MN. 56143 (507) 847-4000.
Jackson County has recently begun to
provide services through contracts with
private psychologists. Patients in need
of hospitalization would be referred to
facilities in the surrounding area,
Sioux Falls, and the Twin Cities.

LAKELAND MENTAL HEALTH CENTER, 126 E.
Alcott Ave., Fergus Falls, MN. 56537,
(218) 736-6987, serves Otter Tail,
Becker, Pope, Stevens, Traverse, Grant,
Douglas, Wilkin, and Clay Counties. (No
other information received.)

LE SUEUR COUNTY MENTAL HEALTH BOARD,
Courthouse, LeCenter, MN. 56057, (612)
357-2251, serves LeSueur County.
Outpatient services include, mainly,
family therapy and, rarely, individual
therapy. The staff includes a full-time
psychologist with a master's degree, a
part-time social worker with a master's
degree, a part-time licensed consulting
psychologist, and a part-time licensed
psychologist. People in need of
hospitalization are referred to the
University of Minnesota hospital or to
others elsewhere in the state.

LUTHER YOUNGDAHL HUMAN RELATIONS CENTER,
215 South Oak St., Owatonna, MN. 55060,
(507) 451-2630, serves Steele, Dodge,
and Waseca Counties. Outpatient
services include assessment, diagnosis,
and individual therapy; play therapy;
family therapy; sexual abuse group
therapy. Sessions with children usually
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last for ten to twelve visits. There
are no inpatient arrangements. The
staff includes four psychologists, two
psychiatrists, and two social workers.

MC LEOD COUNTY SOCIAL SERVICE CENTER,
County Office Building, P.O. Box 207,
Glencoe, MN. 56336, (612) 864-5551. At
the time this booklet was being
prepared, McLeod County's Social Service
Department was accepting proposals from
various agencies to provide services to
county residents in need of mental
health care. The number above, that of
the Social Service Department, is the
one which should be contacted to learn
of arrangements that have been made for
service provision.

MOWER COUNTY MENTAL HEALTH CENTER, 903
First Drive Northwest, Austin, MN.
55912, (507) 433-7389, serves Mower
County. Outpatient services include:
evaluation (usually one session for one
to two hours); individual therapy
(averages six to eight sessions, one
hour each); group therapy (one session
weekly for an unlimited number of
sessions); family therapy (averages
six-eight sessions, one or two hours
each); aid to victims of assault and
crime (patients would be seen several
times during the month following the
crisis). The staff includes a licensed
consulting psychologist; a staff
psychiatrist; a psychiatric nurse with a
master's degree; a psychiatric social
worker with a master's degree; and a
victims' crisis center coordinator and
aide.

NORTHERN PINES MENTAL HEALTH CENTER,
First National Bank Building, Little
Falls, MN. 56345, (612) 632-6647, serves
Morrison, Todd, Cass, Wadena, and Crow
Wing Counties. Inpatient services
include individual counseling or
psychotherapy. The staff includes a
licensed consulting psychologist; a
psychiatrist; and seven therapists, four
of whom are listed as having master's
degrees.

NORTHLAND MENTAL
Southeast Second
MN. 55744, (218)

HEALTH CENTER, 215
Avenue, Grand Rapids,
326-1274, serves

Aitkins, Itasca, and Koochiching
Counties. Outpatient services include
individual and family diagnostic
evaluations; individual and family
therapy; group therapy for adolescent
victims of incest/sexual assault. The
duration of services depends upon the
patient's needs. Inpatient evaluations
of adolescents and families are
available through the Center and Itasca
Memorial Hospital Psychiatric Service.
The staff at the Center includes one
licensed consulting psychologist; one
school psychologist; one social worker;
one psychologist with a PhD.; one
psychologist with a master's degree, and
two staff psychiatrists.

NORTHWESTERN MENTAL HEALTH CENTER,
College Avenue, Crookston, MN. 56716,
(218) 281-3940, serves Polk, Norman,
Mahnomen, Red Lake, Pennington, Marshall
and Kittson Counties. Outpatient
services, according to a brochure
distributed by the center, include
"diagnostic and treatment" services.
The staff includes a psychiatrist,
clinical psychologists, psychiatric
social workers, and "mental health
personnel."

RANGE MENTAL HEALTH CENTER, 624 13th St.
S., Virginia, MN. 55792, (218) 749-2881,
serves northern St. Louis County.
Inpatient services includes individual,
group and family therapy; assessment and
evaluation; 24-hour emergency service.
Hospitals in Virginia and Hibbing are
used for short term assessments only.
The staff includes two licensed
consulting psychologists; one children's
worker with a bachelor's degree; two
family therapists with master's degrees
in social work.

RICE COUNTY MENTAL HEALTH CENTER, Rice
County Social Services, 128 N.W. 3rd
St., Faribault, MN. 55021, (507)
334-2281, serves Rice County. Outpatient
services include individual therapy,
some group therapy, family therapy, and
assessments. Patients in need of
hospitalization would be referred to the
Golden Valley Health Certer or to other
hospitals in the Twin Cities. The staff
includes a fulltime social worker with a
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master's degree, a full-time psychologist
with a master's degree, a part-time
psychologist (PhD.), and a part-time

psychiatrist.

SCOTT COUNTY HUMAN SERVICES BOARD, 699
County Rd. 83, Shakopee, MN. 55379,
(612) 455-7550, serves Scott County.
(No other information received.)

SIOUX TRAILS MENTAL HEALTH CENTER, 1407

S. State St., New Ulm, MN. 56073,
(507), 354-3181, serves Brown, Nicollet,
and Sibley Counties. Outpatient
services include individual and family
therapy; the length of therapy and its
frequency depend upon the client's
needs. Patients in need of
hospitalization are sent to hospitals in
New Ulm and Mankato. The staff includes

one psychiatrist; three licensed
consulting psychologists; two licensed
psychologists; and two clinical social

workers.

SOUTHWESTERN MENTAL HEALTH CENTER, Box

D, 2 Round Wind Road, Luverne, MN.

56156, (507) 283-2396, serves Rock,
Nobles, Pipestone, and Cottonwood
Counties. Outpatient services include:

evaluations; counseling for children,

adolescents, and families using a
multi-disciplinary team approaf-h.
Typically, clients are seen for eight to

twelve sessions of one hour per week.

The Center operates its own halfway

house for emotionally disturbed

adolescents. Patients in need of
hospitalization are sent to Sioux Falls;

however, there will soon be inpatient

facilities opening in Worthington. The

staff includes two doctoral level

psychologists, two master level social

workers, and one pastoral counselor.

UPPER MISSISSIPPI MENTAL HEALTH CENTER,

722 15th St., Box 646, Bemidji, MN.
56601, (218) 751-3280, serves Roseau,

Lake of the Woods, Clearwater, Beltrami,

Hubbard and Cass Counties. (No other

information received.)

WASHINGTON COUNTY HUMAN SERVICES, 7066

Stillwater Boulevard North, Oakdale, MN.

55119, (612) 738-0080, serves
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Washington County. (No other

information received.)

WEST CENTRAL COMMUNITY SERVICES CENTER,
1125 S.E. 6th St., P.O. Box 787,
Willmar, MN. 56201, (612) 235-4613,
serves Lac Qui Parle, Chippewa, Swift,

Renville, Kandiyohi, and Meeker
Counties. Outpatient services include
individual, family, and group therapy;

play therapy; behavior modification;
hypnotherapy; medication management;
24-hour crisis intervention services;
and day treatment programs for
adolescents. Short-term, intensive
hospital care is available through the
mental health unit in Hutchinson
Community Hospital. The center's staff
includes psychiatrists; psychologists
(PhD., EdD., and master's levels);
social workers; mental health counselors
(master's ald bachelor's degree levels);
occupational therapists; and a pastoral

counselor.

WESTERN HUMAN DEVELOPMENT CENTER, 1106

E. College Dr., Box 450, Marshall, MN.

56258, (507) 532-3236, serves Lincoln,

Lyon, Murray, Redwood, and Yellow
Medicine Counties. Outpatient services

include parent education classes (five,

once-a-week sessions); individual
therapy (one session per week for six to

ten weeks); and family therapy (one

session per week for six to ten weeks).

Patients in need of hospitalization

would be referred to Willmar State

Hospital or to private hospitals in
Sioux Falls or the Twin Cities. The

staff includes three psychologists and

three social workers.

ZUMBRO VALLEY MENTAL HEALTH CENTER, Box

1113, Rochester, MN. 55901, (507)

288-1873, serves Olmsted, Fillmore, and

Goodhue Counties. Outpatient services
include a variety of individual, group

and family therapy sessions. The number

of sessions would vary, but they would

usually be held weekly. There are no

arrangements for inpatient care. The

staff includes a psychiatrist,
psychiatric nurse, three psychologists,

and one social worker.
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Hennepin County services

In Hennepin County, most county-connected
services are offered to emotionally
disturbed children and adolescents through
the Mental Health Division. Those Division
programs that involve youngsters are the
Hennepin County Mental Health Center,
the Pilot City Mental Health Center, and
many programs that the county doesn't

operate itself but contracts with to
provide services. Services through the
Mental Health Division are provided on a
sliding scale fee basis.

THE HENNEPIN COUNTY MENTAL HEALTH CENTER
(HCMHC) has two locations, its main
offices in downtown Minneapolis at 619
S. 5th St., (347 - 5'70) and a suburban
branch in Crystal at 5702 W. Broadway,
(533-2600). All services through HCMHC

are on an outpatient basis.

HCMHC is staffed by three full-time
psychologists and two full-time social
workers; at the time of this booklet's
preparation, there was no psychiatrist on
the staff so children in need of
medication would be referred to a
program run at the Hennepin County
Medical Center (described later) or to a
private doctor.

The types of therapy programs used at
the HCMHC include play therapy, behavior
modification therapy, psychotherapy,
family therapy, and group or peer

therapy.

The HCMHC does not have inpatient
facilities for patients who need
hospitalization. Parents whose children

undergo a nighttime emergency are
encouraged to call the county's Crisis
Intervention Unit (described later in
this section); that unit would let HCMHC
know the next day if one of its patients

had entered a hospital.

HCMHC, in addition to providing
outpatient therapy, also performs
psychological evaluations of youngsters.
Their recommendation, based on the
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evaluation, could be to treat the child
at HCMHC, to place him or her in a
school special education program for
emotionally disturbed youngsters, or
possibly to place him in a residential
treatment center for 24-hour care and
help. Or the results of the evaluation
could indicate that no treatment program
is needed.

Parents should feel free to contact
either number above to begin the intake
process. Depending on their incomes,
parents might be charged nothing for
services or amounts ranging up to a
maximum of $46 per hour.

THE PILOT CITY MENTAL HEALTH CENTER,
1349 Penn Ave. N., Mpls., 348-4625,
serves all Hennepin County residents but
primarily those who live in the Near
North and Camden neighborhoods of
Minneavais and adjacent geographical
areas. Payments for services are also
on a sliding scale basis and dependent
on family income. The Center provides
assessments, diagnoses, and treatment
services on an outpatient basis and
offers individual, group and family
therapy; medication management; and home
visits. Parents can contact the Center
directly at the number above.

The Center works closely with other
community resources serving children,
including schools, child welfare, and
child protection and court services.
The staff includes five clinical
psychologists and two psychiatric Social

workers.

Contracted services

Hennepin County does not itself operate

the following programs. However, it has
made contract arrangements with the
facilities to provide services, at
reduced rates when appropriate, to
emotionally disturbed children and
adolescents.
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Parents may approach all of the
following facilities directly to seek
services; the county does not need to be
involved or to approve the services
being offered to an individual
youngster. (The programs under
discussion here are all non-residential;
in contrast, county participation in a
decision to place a child out of his/her
home is required before the county will
assist with the costs of that kind of
program.)

THE CHILDREN'S HEALTH CENTER PRESCHOOL
DAY TREATMENT PROGRAM, 2011 Chicago Ave.
S., Mpls., 874-6135. This program is
also known as the Therapeutic Nursery
and Is described fully in the section on
hospital-based programs.

COMMUWTY-UNIVERSITY HEALTH CARE CENTER
- MENTAL EFALTH UNIT, 2016 16th Ave. S.,
Mpls., 376-4774. Service priority at
this Center is given to a low-income,
minority population (including Blacks,
Native Americans, and Indochinese).
Translators are available for French,
Spanish, Chippewa, Sioux, Laotian,
Hmong, and Thai patients. The Center
offers individual], family and group
outpatient therary; screening and
assessment services; referrals; crisis
counseling; and support groups. The
program works closely with schools and
other agencies that serve minorities.

FAIRVIEW DEACONESS FAMILY HEALTH
PROGRAM, 1305 E. 24th St., Mpls.,
721-9471. The orientation of this
program is to try to keep families
together in troubled circumstances. It

offers crisis counseling, phone
counseling and refe rals, assessments,
and short-term outpatient treatment.
The client population is primarily low
income, Black and Native American
families from south-central Minneapolis.
The program specializes in dealing with
problems and concerns of the Native
American community.

FAMILY FOCUS, 4901 W. 112th St.,
Bloomington, MN. 55437, 884-8831. (This

program is described separately in the
last section of this booklet, titled
"When Agencies Work Together.")

FAMILY AETWORKS, INC.,
Mpls., 872-2345. This
treatment program that
intensive (up to seven
mental health services
disturbed adolescents,
Clients' immediate and

720 E. 26th St.,
is a day
provides
hours per day)
to 20 emotionally
ages 14 to 18.
extended families

also are involved in treatment. The
agency utilizes individual and group
therapy, job readiness training,
vocational and recreational activities,
and family therapy. Treatment services
generally last from six to nine months.

THE HOUSE, 3968 W. Broadway Ave., Mpls.,
533-5213. This is a family counseling
center and provides individual, group
and family outpatient treatment, crisis
counseling, and educational workshops,
primarily to residents of the
northwestern Hennepin County suburbs.
The agency provides group services for
children, but the emphasis is on dealing
with family stress rather than on
treating a child individually. The
agency offers walk-in or unscheduled
counseling three times a week.

ST. JCSEPH'S DAY TREATMENT PROGRAM, 1120
E. 47th St., Mpls., 827-6241. The
Minneapolis public schools and St.
Joseph's together operate a day
treatment program for elementary school
youngsters (ages five through twelve)
with a capacity for 24 students. The
primary entrance criteria is an
emotional disturbance.

Intake is done on a year round basis.
In addition to the child's specialized
school experience, he or she receives
individual, group, and family therapy;
therapy programs are provided by social
workers with master's degrees.
Occupational, music, and recreational
therapy are also part of the program,
and psychiatric and psychological
consultation with outside professionals
is requested by St. Joseph's whenever
needed.

SOUTH HENNEPIN FAMILY AND CHILDREN'S
SERVICES, 9301 Bryant Ave. S.,
Bloomington, 340-7448; an Outreach
Office at 33 Fourth St. N.W., Osseo,
424-6353. This program provides
evaluation and assessment; individual,
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family and group treatment; and family
life education services -- primarily to
residents of the south Hennepin County
area. The emphasis is on assessing and
treating problems in a family context.

STOREFRONT/YOUTH ACTION, INC. - DELTA
PLACE, 1001 State Highway 7, Hopkins,
938-7040. This is a new day treatment
program for adolescents, ages 13-17.
They would continue to live at home, but
come to the program for individual,
group and family therapy, for
pre-vocational services, and for
training in independent living skills.
The program works with the West Metro
Education Center to integrate the mental
health services with the clients'
special education programs. Delta Place
can serve twenty adolescents at a time.

WALK IN COUNSELING CENTER, 2421 Chicago
Ave. S., 870-0565. The Center provides
crisis or short-term, unscheduled
counseling to adolescents who walk in
off the street; their address is 2421
Chicago Ave., S., Minneapolis. Treatment
is directed at those who've become
alienated from other services or who are
unaware of other facilities or programs.
The agency will refer persons to other
service providers when needed. Services
are free of charge and are provided by
volunteer professionals. The Center
provides services week-day evenings and
also has afternoon hours three days a
week.

WASHBURN CHILD GUIDANCE CENTER, 2430
Nicollet Ave. S., Mpls., 871-1454.
Washburn provides diagnostic and
treatment services to children and
families. Children to age 18 can be
served, but those over age 14 will be
seen for diagnosis, evaluation, and
referral only. Outpatient treatment
services include indbidual and family
therapy; children's therapy groups;
psychological and psychoeducational
testing; and community education.
Washburn also has preschool and summer
day treatment programs for disturbed
children.

WEST HENNEPIN COMMUNITY MENTAL HEALTH
CENTER, 14500 Minnetonka Blvd.,
Minnetonka, 935-8411. This center
serves primarily Henntabin County's
western suburbs. It provides
individual, family and group outpatient
treatment, crisis counseling, ztrid

assessments. It works ,:losely with the
schools for assessments and referrals.

YES (Youth Emergency Services) and NEON
(Nighttime Emergency Outreach Network),
608 20th Ave. S., Mpls., 339-0895. YES

is a telephone counseling service that
operates around the clock seven days a
week. It offers brief counseling,
crisis intervention, information, and
referals to anyone in need of
assistance. NEON provides on-site or
by-phone crisis intervention between 8
p.m. and 8 a.m. seven days a week.
After providing brief counseling and
intervention services, they attempt to
link people with community resources
that can be of help.

Programs outside the
Mental Health Division

(The following services are operated by
Hennepin County but not through its
Mental Health Division.)

RESIDENTIAL CARE - Parents who are
seeking a residential placement for
their child should first enlist the
services of a county social worker by
contacting Hennepin County's Family
Services department at 348-2324. The
social worker would work with parents
and, if out-of-home placement seems the
right course, direct them to the
appropriate coordinator with the
Community Service Department's Child
Placement Unit. Placement in a
residential treatment center, (described
in a later section of this booklet), a
group home, or in foster care might be
options.
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THE CHILD PSYCHIATRY UNIT OF HENNEPIN
COUNTY MEDICAL CENTER, 347-2617 or
347-2492. This program, operated by the
county's Medical Center, does not have a
sliding scale arrangement for payment of

fees. Its services could be eligible
for insurance coverage or Medical
Assistance.

The staff of the unit includes two child
psychiatrists, four psychologistsi and
two interns. The unit also provides
access to speech and language
clinicians, pediatricians, and pediatric

neurologists. A parent can approach the

unit by calling the number above. As

soon as a staff member is free, he or
she would call the parent to set up an
appointment for a first visit.

The admissions process would include two

visits with the family during one of

which a complete case and family history

would be done. An evaluation of the
child woule include an assessment of his

intellectual, academic, and emotional
status.

The family would be involved in
decisions about the child or
adolescent's treatment. Families would

probably also participate in the
therapy, either working by themselve
with a counselor or working as part of a

group with their child.

Types of therapy offered include

behavior management, psychotherapy,
tamily therapy, some group therapy, and

supportive therapy to help the family

cope with the child's difficulties.

Medications are not commonly used within

this unit.
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The Child Psychiatry Unit also has
available a special team that combines
pediatricians, psychologists, speech and
language teachers, and teachers
experienced in working with learning
disabilities. The team works with
children in grades K-3 whose major
problem is a learning difficulties but
who have an associated emotional
disorder.

THE CRISIS INTERVENTION CENTER,
347-3161. This is a round-the-clock
service that charges no fees. It's

staffed with psychiatrists, a clinical

psychologist, psychiatric social
workers, nurses, and mental health
workers. Parents who are facing an
emergency situation with their child

can call the Center. A staff member
would establish if there actually is

a true crisis. If so, the family
might be asked to bring the youngster
to the Center.

The staff on duty would screen the
child. Their decision might be to
hospitalize the youth, to arrange for
him or her to see a psychiatrist or
other professional within the near
future, or perhaps to simply separate
the child and parents for a short while.

Persons unsure of whether or not a
problem is a crisis situation are
welcome to call the Intervention Center
and consult over the phone.

The unit's staff is trained in
connecting people with problems to
the services they need.
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Ramsey County services

Ramsey County's programs for emotionally
disturbed children and adolescents are
run through the Mental Health Division
of its Community Human Services
Department and through a Purchase of
Services contract with the Wilder Child
Guidance Center. The County's Mental
Health Center is located at 529 Jackson
St. in St. Paul, 298-4737.

The Center has a sliding scale fee
arrangement for its services. Parents
with very limited incomes might also be
advised to see if they could qualify for
an income assistance program - in
addition to receiving very low cost
mental health care for their child.
Other parents who are working but unable
to afford medical costs might have their
bill waived entirely or pay only a token
amount, according to the administrator
of the Mental Health Division.

Parents can approach the Center directly
by calling the number above. After
doing so, they would be asked to come to
the Center in person for the intake
process which takes place at 9:00 a.m.
and at 1:00 p.m. daily, Monday through
Friday.

Staff meetings where a child's case is
discussed and a therapist assigned are
held on Tuesdays and Thursdays.
Typically, an assignment would be made
iithin a week from the time the parents
first came to the Center.

Persons calliog the intake number at
night due to an emergency would be told
to contact St. Paul Ramsey Hospital.

Ramsey County's Mental Health Center has
no separate child's unit within the

clinic. Its staff includes on part

time child psychiatrist, psychiatric
nurses, social workers, and
psychologists. Those with special
skills in working with youngsters will
be assigned when possible to the young

patients. The clinic does provide
medications, but only on a limited basis
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due to the psychiatrist's Tart time
status.

The typical treatment program is divided
between individual therapy for the
youngster and therapy that works with
the child and his/her family together as
a unit. Sessions might be held once a
week or more often during a crisis
situation.

PROVISION OF RESIDENTIAL CARE - Ramsey
County's Community Human Services
Department provides for children who
need residential placement through
contracts made with several Residential
Treatment Centers (described in a
separate section). To place a child in
such a Center, parents would need to
contact the Department and gain its
approval for the youngster's placement.
The County pays the Centers directly for
the youth's care and treatment; it then
collects whatever reimbursement it can
obtain from the parents and their
insurance company.

Like Hennepin County, Ramsey County also
has signed contracts with various
facilities that it doesn't operate
itself. These facilities then provide
services to residents with emotional
disorders on a reduced fee basis.
Families are asked to pay whatever they
can for their service, and their insur-
ance policies, if any, can also be used
to help cover costs. The remainder of
the costs would be born by the county
and/or the facility itself.

THE WILDER FOUNDATION, 642-4000. The
Wilder Foundation's Division of Services
to Children is a major source of help
for emotionally disturbed youngsters who
are residents of Dakota, Ramsey, Anoka
and Washington Counties. It provides
both out-patient and residential
services.

The Division's Child Guidance Clinic
consists of the main clinic at 919
Lafond Ave., St. Paul, plus four
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branches: the Dakota Branch at 13760
Nicollet Ave. in Burnsville, the North
Suburban Branch at 248 White Bear Ave.
in Maplewood, the Northwest Branch at
5100 Edgewood Dr. in Moundsview, and the
Old Hudson Rwd Branch at 1867 Old
Hudson Road in St. Paul. The clinics
offer psychological and psychiatric
evaluations; mutual support groups;
parent training, and varying
combinations of individual, family,
group, or medical treatment.

Parents from the four counties served
may approach the Clinic directly by
calling the number above. Cost of the
services would be covered by: (1)

insurance of Medical Assistance if
clients are eligible, (2) private
payment - Wilder does have a sliding

scale fee arrangement, (3) partial
reimbursement from Ramsey County, and
(4) the Wilder Foundation.

Services to Children also operates a
program called the Eisenmenger Learning
Center (919 Laflnd Ave., St. Paul) in
conjunction with the St. Paul school
district. The Learning Center is for
children, ages five through seventeen,
who have learning and behavior or
emotional problems. The program has

three components: (1) an out-patient
program, (2) a classroom program for
elementary age children, and (3) a
special program for learning disabled
adolescents. Placement in the classroom
progn.m would be through a child's
school. Parents may apply directly for
the out-patient program.

Though students from the city of St.Paul
are given preference in placement, the
program is open to all students from
Wilder's four-county service area.
Services through Eisenmenger are
basically free of charge though there
might be a fee for certain components of
the program such as a vision assessment.

The Center offers assessments of the
child's educational ability and of his
vision and speech/language skills;
counseling; remedial education;
occupational therapy; an academic

program; and treatment of his emotional
disability. The Learning Center can be
contacted at 642-4030.

HUMAN RESOURCE ASSOCIPTES, 439 St. Clair
Ave., St. Paul, 228-1.1.,8. One of Human
Resource Associates' main programs is a
day treatment program for adolescents,
ages 12-17 who are Ramsey County
Residents. Parents who will need
assistance with payment would need to
have a a referral for their youngster
from the Placement Review Team of Ramsey
County's Human Services Departure*;..

According to the program's
administrative director, this program is
not eligible for insurance reimbursement
so costs would be prohibitive for most
parents except with county help.

The program, which has a capacity for
16-20 youngsters, runs from three to six
p.m. during the school year; youngsters
would continue to attend their regular
school earlier in the day. The program
continues over the summertime but on a
different schedule.

The staff includes one part time
psychiatrist, two fulltfre social
workers with master's degrees, and a
psychologist with a bachelor's degree.

A child's family or foster parents are
required to take part in family
counseling and parent education
training. Group and individual therapy
are done with the adolescent on the

program's site. He or she would also be
taken on field trips. The program's
Saturday component is especially
oriented toward participation in
community affairs.

A diagnosis of the child as emotionally
disturbed must have been made before he
or she enters the day treatment program.
During the program, this diagnosis would
continue to be refined.

Human Resource Associates runs a similar
program for adolescents who are
residents of Dakota County; parents
there would need to contact Dakota
County Human Ser-iices for a referral.
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Finally, Dakota County residents are
eligible for free assessmenti of their
child done through Human Resource

Associates; the service is called the
Youth Assistance Program and can be
contacted at 437-3976.
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Hospitalbased programs

The following are those hospital based
programs in the Twin Cities that came to
PACER'S attention; we regret that budget
restrictions prevented a statewide
survey or if any metropolitan area
programs have been overlooked.

Hospital-based programs are usually
thought of as being designed for the
most seriously disturbed youngsters.
However, all parents will want to be
aware of those programs described in the
next pages for two reasons:

1. Certain hospitals are now offering
services on an outpatient basis, among
them, comprehensive diagnostic clinics
and day-treatment programs. These could
well be a choice for children whose
problems don't require actual
hospitalization.

2. In the event that a youngster's
difficulties mount and he or she enters
a crisis stage, parents will want to
know where to turn quickly.

Minneapolis area

ABBOTT NORTHWESTERN - CHILDREN'S
INPATIENT UNIT

This is a 20-bed, locked unit that
accepts both boys and girls from age two
up to ninth graders (14 or 15). The

average length of stay may be as short
as the time required to assess or
evaluate the patient or as long as up to
three months for a treatment program.
Each patient's stay is determined by his
parents and doctor, and his/her care is
tailored to his/her individual needs.

The unit treats children with conduct or
behavior disorders and those who are
hyperactive or depressed. Its focus is
on the inclusion and involvement of the
family as much as possible in the
child's individual treatment plan.
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Referral to the unit can be made throuch
a family doctor. However, parents can
also approach the unit directly by
calling 874-4674 (M-F, daytime) or
874-4047 (evenings and week - ends)..
Those doing so would then be given a
list of doctors with admitting
privileges to contact. The admitting
psychiatrist would continue to see the

child regularly. A psychiatric work up
or evaluation would be done when the
child enters the unit, and a consulting
psychologist could also be called in for
testing.

Besides the admitting psychiatrist, the
other staff members include registered
nurses; and mental health counselors plus
occupational, recreactional, therapeutic
specialists, and group therapists. On a
one-to-one basis, each child will work
with a therapist each day - in addition
to his visits with his psychiatrist.
Children will also take part in a
variety of groups such as cooking,
exercise, and social. Because the
families of disturbed children are so
often in crisis themselves, according
to the charge nurse on the unit, fam-
ily therapy is also encouraged.
There is also a support group for par-
ents of children in the unit as well
as a group that teaches parenting
skills and how to set limits.

ABBOTT NORTHWESTERN - ADOLESCENT
INPATIENT UNIT

The adolescent unit, also with a
capacity of 20 beds, will take boys and
girls from grades 10 and up, or who're
aged 15-18. This is a locked unit.

The unit operates on a code system where
the patien'. try to meet goals in order
to earn higher codes and greater ward
privileges.

The staff includes psychiatric nurses;
occupational, recreational, and group
therapists; a chaplain; and mental

health counselors.

Parents could receive a referral from
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their family doctor for the child; they
can also approach the unit directly by
calling 874-4048 . They would then be
given a list of admitting physicians who
are child/adolescent psychiatrists.

Each adolescent would be seen about
three times each week by his/her admitt-
ing psychiatrist. S/he'd take part in
the same types of groups as do the
younger children in the children's in-
patient unit, and s/he'd also work indi-
vidually with a therapist each day.

Family therapy now is initiated at the
discretion of the individual physician.
The unit's head nurse said that one of
the unit's goals is to involve families
more in the program. There is a
support group for parents of patients
in the ward.

Though the unit is locked, the clients
are given opportunity for supervised,
off-unit activities such as going to the
gym, exercise room, and swimming pool.

An adolescent crisis unit, designed for
short term stays, is expected to open at
Abbot in the near future.

Both of Abbott's programs could be
eligible for insurance reimbursement and
Medical Assistance. However, the
hospital does not have Hill Burton funds
available.

NORTH MEMORIAL HOSPITAL - CHILD GUIDANCE
CLINIC (520-5700)

This is an outpatient program for
children, ages two through eighteen. It

provides diagnosis and evaluation
services and then treatment for those
youngsters whose admission into the
clinic is recommended.

The staff consists of three
psychologists, a pediatrician, one
social worker, two speech/language
clinicians, and an occupational
therapist. Children with learning
problems, behavior disorders, and
emotional disorders are eligible for the
program.
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Therapy sessions might be held from
twice weekly to only once every two
weeks, depending on the youngster's or
family's needs. The program provides
group therapy, family therapy, and
individual therapy.

The program's director emphasizes the
close working relationship of the
clinic's program with the child's
schools. The clinic serves a dual
function: (1) to advocate for the child
and (2) to cooperate with his or her
school, letting personnel there know of
the clinic's findings and how that
information may facilitate the child's
growth and development in school.

Insurance plans genrally cover payment
of the clinic's program; also, there is
a provision for some fee negotiation.

NORTH MEMORIAL HOSPITAL - CRISIS UNIT
(520-5385)

This is a unit for both adolescents and
adults; the youngest age accepted is
twelve. Both boys and girls can be
admitted.

The maximum stay for an adolescent is
ten days; the unit is not a treatment
program but does evaluations and deals
with the compelling needs of the crisis.
It provides eight spaces for
adolescents.

A child in a crisis situation could be
brought to the hospital's emergency room
where an admitting doctor would be
found. That would be the staff
psychiatrist on call, and he or she
would continue to have responsibility
for the youth in the unit.

The unit's evaluation team consists of
nurses, social workers, a psychologist,
an occupational therapist, a physician,
and a recreational therapist.

North Memorial does not have Hill Burton
funds available. Its services could be
aigible for insurance reimbursement and
Medical Assistance.
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GOLDEN VALLEY HEALTH CENTER - INPATIENT
UNIT - VALLEY YOUTH CENTER (588-2771,
extension 5050)

Golden Valley's program will take
children ages two through fourteen, of
possibly fifteen, who have been referred
by the staff's child psychiatrists
(their names may be obtained by calling
the Health Center). The unit, which is
locked, has 22 beds.

A child's maximum stay in the unit is 90
days, and the program is designed for
evaluation and a short term treatment

program.

The unit is staffed by "clinical
associates" (who have bachelor's degrees
in a human service related field and two
years experience in a medical facility),

registered nurses, activity leaders,
occupational therapists, and musical
therapists.

Each child is assigned to a primary
staff person who is responsible for
coordinating his or her care. Also,

each patient sees his or her own
psychiatrist three times weekly.

The unit takes children who are
psychotic (separated from reality), have
behavior disorders, or suffer from
attention deficits (often called
hyperactivity in the past).

Patients take part in musical,
recreational and occupational therapy;
their primary treatment is shaped around
"milieu" therapy (where everything and
everyone they encounter is considered
part of their treatment and shaped to
fit into their treatment's goals and
purposes).

Golden Valley conducts a STEP program
for parents; it stands for "systematic
training for effective parenting" and
encourages parents to spend time on the
unit, observing the staff work with
their children. STEP is based on the
theory that all behavior has a purpose;
the purpose should be recognized and new
methods learned to deal with the

behavior.

There is no sliding fee scale at the
Health Center. Medical Assistance and
insurance are acce2ted. The Center does
not have Hill BurtcA funds available.

FAIRVIEW DOWNTOWN - ADOLESCENT CRISIS
UNIT

This unit is geared toward adolescents
(ages 13-17) who are in crisis
situations; therefore, their stay can
last no longer than three weeks. The
patients accepted here might be
-considering suicide, having an acute
psychotic episode (separation from
reality), or be of danger to others.

Referrals might come from doctors,
social workers or the courts. Parents
calling the unit directly at 371-6435
would be given a list of child/adolesent
psychiatrists who could be assigned to
their child and responsible for his or
her care on the unit.

Screening and actual admission to the
unit is done primarily over the
telephone and is handled by the unit's
staff.

Besides simply keeping the adolescent in
safety throughout the crisis, the unit's
main purpose is to evaluate him or her
and to make recommendations for long
team therapy.

During his or her stay on the locked
unit, the adolescent will see the
admitting psychiatrist approximately
three times each week and, to a small
degree, begin a treatment program. Also
on the staff are registered nurses,
psychiatric technicians, occupational
and recreational therapists, and group
leaders. There are approximately two
patients to each staff member.

FAIRVIEW DOWNTOWN - ADOLESCENT TREATMENT

PROGRAM

This is a locked unit for adolescents,
ages 12 -17, of either sex. A stay here
averages around six weeks.
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Patients include those with serious
behavior disorders, schizophrenia,
depression, or severe family dys-
functions. The unit has a capacity
of 19 beds, and another one is being
added.

The staff includes registered nurses and
psychiatric technicians; patients must
be admitted by a psychiatrist, and he or
she would then see the admitting doctor
about three times each week. The
psychiatrist must have admitting
privileges to Fairview. Parents can
call the unit at 371-6539 to learn the
names of the doctors who would need to
be contacted prior to any admission.

A complete psychiatric work up is done
as part of the intake process. While in
the unit, the patient would participate
in behavioral therapy, family therapy,
group therapy, and educational seminars
on such topics as human sexuality and
drugs and survival skills. A family
worker on the staff would ste each
patient's family about once a week.

FAIRVIEW DOWNTOWN - ADOLESCENT LONG TERM
PROGRAM

This is a unit for patients who have
even more complicated problems than
those in the Adolescent Treatment
Program just described. According to
the unit's head nurse, patients admitted
to this prcgram have had serious
difficulty in functioning - for one
reason or another - probably since they
were very young.

The unit has 20 beds and takes both boys
and girls, ages 12-17. The program
lasts for three to six months or longer.

Patients would not be admitted to this
unit, which is locked, unless they had
run away from or failed in another
treatment program.

All referrals must go through Fairview's
admitting psychiatrists; a lint can be
gained by calling the unit 371-6549 .

Ft':ther, admissions to this unit have to
be approved by the Medical Director of
Adolescent Psychiatry.
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Since the patients here have been in
other programs, an independent
psychiatric work up is not done unless
their previous records are incomplete
for some reason.

The patient to staff ratio is three to
one; the staff includes registered
nurses, psychiatric technicians, group
therapists, a family worker, and an
ocupational and a recreational
therapist. The unit combines highly
individualized treatment plans and a
very structured environment (everyone
and everything with whom the patient
comes in contact is regarded as part of
the treatment plan; the goals toward
which his/her behavior is shaped are
known to all staff, and everything s/he
does or takes part is designed to help
the patient progress. This is known as
milieu therapy.

This unit offers a support group for
parents in addition to family therapy.

FAIRVIEW DOWNTOWN - DAY HOSPITAL PROGRAM

In this unit, which takes children ages
12-17, clients would continue living at
home but attend the hospital's program
duing the daytime. They'd also receive
their academic instruction at the
hospital.

The program usually has around 16
patients, but its head nurse said it has
an "open ended" capacity, i.e., there's
no ceiling on admissions.

Parents can approach the program
directly by calling 371-6684; screening
would be done over the phone, and the
program's case manager said the staff
can usually decide in that manner if a
child should be admitted. They'd also
provide the parents with the names of
admitting doctors, one of whom would
have to be contacted and would continue
to see the child after admission.
However, the youngster could be admitted
before being seen by the doctor.

Children admitted to the program would
have such problems as depression,
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withdrawal, a separation from reality, a
phobia about attending school, behavior
disorders, or severe eating
difficulties. A child who is
potentially suicidal or of danger to
others would be referred to the crisis
unit.

The unit has a family worker who meets
with the family, a group that could
include the child himself, parents,
siblings, and grandparents.

Complete psychiatric assessments are
made when the child enters the unit; his
treatment plan will include group
therapy, occupational therapy,
one-to-one therapy and recreational
therapy. Speech and language evaluation
and treatment services are available on
an individual basis.

The length of time spent in the program
varies greatly from one patient to the
next.

All Fairview programs described above
may be eligible for insurance
reimbursement and for Medical
Assistance. The hospital does not have

Hill Burton funds available.

MINNEAPOLIS CHILDREN'S HEALTH CENTER -
THE OUTPATIENT MENTAL HEALTH CLINIC

The clinic offers comprehensive
diagnostic and treatment services to
children ranging from preschool age

through adolescence. Social,

psychological, and psychiatric
evaluations are done by specialists in
child psychiatry, child psychology, and
clinical social work. On an outpatient
basis, those accepted into the clinic
could receive long- or short-term
individual psychotherapy, family
therapy, group therapy, parent therapy,
play therapy, and crisis intervention
services.

Parents can call the clinic directly to
arrange an appointment for their child;
the number is 874-6138, and calls can be
taken from 8 a.m. to 5 p.m. Mondays

through Fridays and from 5 to 8 p.m. on

Wednesday evenings. Fees at the clinic
can be paid for by the family, by
insurance, or through Medicaid; flexible
payment schedules may also be possible.

MINNEAPOLIS CHILDREN'S HEALTH CENTER -
THE THERAPEUTIC NURSERY

The nursery is a treatment program for
emotionally disturbed preschool children
(ages 22 months to five years). Therapy
is provided through play, social
activities, art and music, all under the
guidance of professionals who help the
children work through their difficulties
as problems surface during the
activities.

The kinds of children served at the
nursery include: those with behavior
problems whose difficulties prevent
adjustment to nursery school or family
routines; children whose ability to
relate to others is impaired; youngsters
suffering from a lasting disturbance
linked to some difficult early life
event (such as a separation from parenLo
or a hospitalization); children
undergoing a current trauma; and
children with evident emotional
disturbances who need immediate
attention to avoid residential or foster
care placement.

Parents may also receive training in
effective parenting techniques through
the program even though their child is
not receiving services.

Parents can call the Nursery directly at

874-6135. An intake worker would talk

to them over the phone and then ask that
the child be brought in for an
evaluation interview (the process would
not be as complete as that done at the
Clinic itself.)

The Nursery might recommend that the
child be admitted, that he might be
better served through a program
elsewhere, or that the parents should be
worked with alone.

The Nursery is staffed by a eocial
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worker, a psychologist, and two child
therapists. There is also access to
specialists on the Clinic's staff.

Fee arrangements at the Nursery are the
same as those for the Clinic's services
except that the Nursery also has a
sliding scale fee arrangement.

Children's Hospital does not have Hill
Burton funds available.

MERCY HOSPITAL - ADOLESCENT INPATIENT
PROGRAM (422-4541)

This program provides services for
adolescents, ages 12-18, in several
categories:

(1) Crisis intervention services are
available for youth who are in a crisis
situation and need only a very short
period of hospitalization. This
category includes assessments and
efforts to get the patient back into the
community as soon as possible.

(2) Other adolescents might need a
medium-length period (two weeks) of
hospitalization. Their stay would
include an assessment. At the end of
the two weeks, the patient could be
discharged and possibly referred for
out-patient therapy. Or, the patient
might be determined to need a program
provided in the next category.

(3) Longer term treatment programs in
the hospital are also available for
periods ranging up to six weeks. Some
patients might be referred directly to
this category if they've been seen by a
psychiatrist already.

The unit has 20 beds and can admit both
boys and girls. It is a secure (locked)
unit. The staff includes psychiatric
nurses; recreational, music, and
occupational therapists; therapy
assistants and psychiatric technicians;

and its own psychiatrist as medical
director. Treatment programs are
individually planned, and family therapy
can be included.

MERCY HOSPITAL - ADOLESCENT DAY
TREATMENT PROGRAM

During this program, patients would
remain in their homes but come to the
hospital for their treatment and
academic programs during the day. The
program can take 16 adolescents, ages
12-18.

Parents can approach the unit directly
by calling 422-45421 they would be
invited in for an intake interview and,
if their child had no psychiatrist, one
would be suggested.

A staff psychiatrist would coordinate
the child's program, while each child's
own psychiatrist would meet weekly with
the hospital team. The unit team also
works closely with the child's family
and community (for instance, school
social workers are included in the
assessment process and discharge
meetings as are probation officers, if
the child has one, and school
counselors).

The unit is staffed with a psychiatrist,
a registered nurse, and two case
managers (who are involved with intake
and the direction of the child's
program) plus music, family and
recreational therapists. During the
program the adolescents will take part
in group therapy and in several kinds of
individual therapy (crisis work
counseling; responsibility training; and
identifying, recognizing, and expressing
feelings).

Mercy Hospital does have Hill Burton
funds available although these cannot be
used for outpatient programs. The costs
could also be covered by insurance or
Medical Assistance.

(See pp. 61-62 for information on
the University of Minnesota Hospitals.)
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St. Paul area
ST. JOSEPH'S INPATIENT PSYCHIATRIC UNIT

This is an adult unit, but it will
accept adolescents and has taken
children younger than 10, according to

its supervisor.

A stay on the unit would last for two or
three weeks; it's geared for crisis
intervention, evaluation, and short term

treatment.

A psychiatric work up is done by a
psychiatrist upon admission.

Parents would be asked to have their own
doctor make a referral for the child's
placement in the unit. A doctor who's

not a psychiatrist can admit the child;
however, the youngster would then need
to be seen within 48 hours by a
psychiatrist.

If parents call the unit directly
291-3052 and have no doctor, they'd be
asked to bring the youngster to the
hospital's emergency room where the
doctor on duty and a nurse from the unit
would make an assessment and could
decide to admit the child.

Six to eight psychiatrists are generally
active on the unit, and patients are
seen by a psychiatrist an average of

five times a week.

The staffing includes recreational, art
and occupational therapists; a coordi-
nator of group therapy; a social worker;
and nurses. In addition to psychother-
apy with his/her psychiatrist, the ado-
lescent would have one-to-one therapy
sessions with an assigned nurse once or

twice or more times a day.

Costs of services could be covered by
Medical Assistance or insurance; the
hospital also has Hill Burton funds

available.*

BETHESDA CRISIS UNIT

This is a general crisis unit (i.e.,

primarily for adults) but it will take

adolescents. According to the unit's
head nurse, because the unit is open or
unlocked, placement here would not be
appropriate for children who are a
danger to themselves or to others.

Parents may call the unit directly
(221-2308) if they don't have a
physician with admitting privileges at
Bethesda, and they will be referred to
one of the staff psychiatrists who will
become the admitting physician. Also,

the parents may bring the child to the
emergency room, and the physician on
duty will make a brief assessment and
contact a staff psychiatrist for
admission.

The unit has access to a psychologist
and a psychiatrist who would help with
the initial assessment.

Round-the-clock nursing is provided by
registered nurses; the unit's total
capacity is 22 beds, and there is no
limit on the number of those that may be
taken by adolescent patients.

Those adolescents in need of long term
service would be referred to
community-based programs.

Services through Bethesda could be
eligible for insurance reimbursement and
Medical Assistance. The hospital also
has Hill Burton funds available.

MOUNDS PARK ADOLESCENT EVALUATION UNIT

A typical stay on this inpatient unit
would last from ten to fourteen days,
during which stay an evaluation would be
made. Those adolescents whose problems
are found to be primarily psychological
(rather than related to chemical abuse)
might then receive some short term
treatment. The unit's practice is to
keep such patients if it's felt their
problem can be handled in less than a
month.

The unit has 14 beds and is locked; it
will take both boys and girls, ages

*Atthough a hoop-c tat may have Hitt Bunton
6und4, depending on the time o6 yeah it4
annuat attotment may be u4ed up. Di/SCU44
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12-17.

A private doctor could handle referrals;
however, parents can also approach the
unit directly, 774-5901. The unit's
psychiatrist would be the admitting
doctor in that case. An outpatient rnit
at Mounds Park is also planned in the
near future.

MOUNDS PARK - OTHER INPATIENT UNITS

Mounds Park will admit adolescents down
to age 13 to both their open and closed
general inpatiert units, primarily
intended to serve adults.

A stay on one of the units could be for
evaluation and crisis intervention, or
some patients might stay for two to four
weeks and begin short term treatment.

In an emergency, parents could bring an
adolescent to the hospital's emergency
room; the doctor on duty would determine
if a crisis does exist and, if so, would
contact a staff psychiatrist to make the
admission. If parents called the unit,
774-;901 they'd be put in touch with
one of the hospital's admitting doctors.

The unit is staffed by nurses, their
assistants, and a recreational and an
occupational therapist. Patients are
seen daily by a psychiatrist and also
have one-to-one therapy with a nurse
assigned to them each day. The
adolescents on the ward are included in
adult activities as much as possible,
according to the unit's head nurse.

Services at Mounds Park could be
eligible for insurance reimbursement and
Medical Assistance; the hospital has
Hill Burton funds available.

ST. JOHN'S FAMILY THERAPY CENTER

The Family Therapy Center is an
outpatient program for people of all
ages, including children. It provides
individual or family therapy as needed.

The program is supervised by a licensed
consulting psychologist, directed by

licensed psychologists, and staffed
directly by social workers with master's
degrees.

A parent can contact the program
directly at 228-3484; if screening shows
that the child is a candidate for the
Center's services, his family doctor
would then be asked for approval in
order that the costs could be covered by
insurance.

Hill Burton funds are also available at
St. John's, and there is a sliding fee
scale.

ST. PAUL RAMSEY PEDIATRIC PSYCHOLOGY

This is an outpatient unit that accepts
Qhildren up to age 18. The unit does
evaluations, ed4cational assessments,
family (or crisis) intervention,
training in parenting skills, and
individual and family psychotherapy for
troubled children.

It's staffed by a licensed consulting
psychologist, a licensed psychologist,
and a pediatric counselor.

The length of the treatment program is
dependent upon the client's needs.

The unit can take only a limited number
of cases; there is currently a month's
delay between the time a referral is
made and the evaluation is done except
in emergencies. Parents can call the
unit directly 221-3680 to make an
appointment.

St. Paul Ramsey also has a psychiatrist
who will see children referred to him by
the hospital staff. He limits those he
sees to children in need of medication
and those who are most seriously
disturbed.

Costs of service at the hospital can be
covered by insurance or Medical
Assistance. Hill Burton funds may be
available to patients (or their



families) who've applies' for Medical
Assistance but been found ineligible.

UNITED HOSPITAL ADOLESCENT PSYCHIATRIC
UNIT

This is an inpatient program for boys
and girls, ages 11 through 17 or 18.
The unit has 18 beds and is locked.

A stay on the unit would generally last
for a minimum of two weeks and consist
mainly of evaluation although some of
the beds are reserved for patients
receiving longer term treatment.

Parents who approach the unit directly
by calling 298-8250 would be given a
list of admitting psychiatrists, one of
whom would need to approve the child's
admission.

A complete psychiatric workup would be
done on patients when they enter, and

recommendations would be made for long
term programs after they leave the unit.

Some treatment would begin during their
30 day stay; they could take part in
individual psychotherapy, family
therapy, occupational and recreational
therapy, and groups that work on
improved communication.

The unit is staffed by nurses, mental
health associates (persons with bachelor
degrees in a human service field), staff
psychiatrists, a family therapist, and a
social worker.

There is also a parent support group
connected with the unit.

Costs of United's services could be
covered by insurance or Medical
Assistance. The hospital does not have
Hill Burton funds.
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University of Minnesota Hospitals:

Division of Child and Adolescent Psychiatry

Servici provided to children and
adolesc.ts with psychiatric problems by
the University of Minnesota hospital can
take several forms.

The Division of Child and Adolescent
Psychiatry offers diagnostic
evaluations, consultations to community
agencies and care providers and to
schools, outpatient treatment, and
inpatient care for those children in
need of hospitalization.

The Division is staffed by a
"multidisciplinary" team that includes
psychiatrists, psychologists, social
workers, psychiatric nurses, and
education specialists. Further, the
Division's staff members work with
specialists from other departments
within the hospital such as
pediatricians, pediatric neurologists
(specialists who deal with the brain),
and speech and language specialists.

After a child or adolescent has been
evaluated and assessed by the Division,
any of several recommendations might be
made.

First, services for the youngster might
be sought through an agency or
practitioner within his or her home
community. University staff members
would aid in the search for an
appropriate program, serve as a
consultant to the professionals within
the community program, and "follow up"
on the youngster's progress.

Second, the University itself might
continue to see the child or adolescent
as an outpatient, offering its own
continuing program of therapy. The

program could include family therapy,
individual therapy, group therapy,
and/or medication.

Third, the Division operates a ten-bed
inpatient unit for children ages 4-12 in
need of hospitalization. Children in
that program would receive a full day's
schedule of academic classes, individual
and group therapy, field trips, and
occupational therapy.

The inpatient unit enables
University to make thorough .Aagnoses of
the hospitalized children and to plan
treatment strategies. Children who need
long term residential placements
following their period of
hospitalization would be referred
somewhere else.

An inpatient unit for adolescents
formerly operated by the Divsion has now
been closed, . Thos: adolescents whose
emotional or csyciliatric problems are
due to neurological impairment (brain
damange) and who need hospitalization
would be referred to the pediatric
neurology department. Other adolescents
might be hopitalized on an adult unit
for a short term stay.

Another unit within the Division
contains "school liaison" staff people
who link what's happening in a
youngster's home school with the results
of his or her evaluation and assessment
done by the University and the
recommended treatment program.

The school liaison staff works on the
outpatient cases, perhaps observing a
child in his or her school setting and
notins how the youngster relates to
classmates. The liaison sees what
resources are available for continuing
service to a child within his or her own
community, shares that information with
the University's assessment team (who
will use it in shaping their final
recommendations), and gives the child's
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home school information on how they
might work best with the youngster based
on the findings of the assessment team.

Children and adolescents using any of
the Divison's services might come to the
University in one of several ways. A
home school district, for instance,
could decide that one of their students
should be evaluated at the University.
Referrals might be made by family
doctors or a social service agency.
Finally, parents might decide on their
own to contact the Division's intake
number, 373-8871.

Physician fees for out-patient services
are charged on a sliding scale according
to the family's ability to pay. An

additional fee is charged by University
Hospitals.
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In general, services through the
Hospital are eligible for Medical
Assistance or insurance reimbursement.
All patients are prescreened for
coverage and referred to appropriate
agencies for assistance if necessary.

University Hospitals also has a unique
kind of assistance called "University
Hospital (UH) Papers." The family
applies through their local county
welfare offices. Eligibility is based
on income and other circumstances such
as large medical bills and limited or
exhausted insurance. UH Papers are only
good at University Hospitals and do not
cover physician fees.

Six financial representatives do
preadmission screening. Families should
call (612) 373-866A, and they will be
directed to the appropriate
representative.
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Residential Treatment Centers'

Residential Treatment Centers (licensed
through the state as "rule 5"
facilities) are designed for emotionally
disturbed youngsters who need placement
outside their homes, around-the-clock
supervision, and treatment programs.

Although Residential Treatment Centers
(RTC) do offer treatment programs, they
are not required tl be directed by
persons who are licensed psychologists
or psychiatrists. Rather, the director
or administrator can be a person with a
bachelor's degree in a behavioral
science (special education, psychology,
social work, or vocational counseling)
plus five years of experience in
residential treatment.

Services by a qualified social worker
must be provided by the RTC, and in
those Centers witri more than 24
children, the social worker must have a
master's degree. The Treatment Centers
must also have the services of a
psychologist, psychiatrist, and
physician available to those children
requiring such services -- though those
professionals need not be on the RTC's
staff. For other types of RTC
personnel, there are no academic
requirements.

A child in an RTC would probably receive
his academic instruction and his therapy
programs at the Center itself through
arrangements with the local school
district. However, clients at some RTCs
may leave the premises and go to a local
school, often for a Level V educational
program.

Right now, according to the Minnesota
Department of Human Services Income
Maintenance Bureau, the state does not
allow Medicaid reimbursement fnr
treatment programs delivered by Rule 5
or RTC facilities. Thus, expenses arc
born by parents, insurance plans, and
the counties from which the children

WNW

come. However, as noted earlier in this
booklet, the types of programs which may
be eligible for Medicaid coverage are

being reconsidered by courts and the
federal administration. Accordingly,
this paragraph should not be considered
as one that 4.s "written in cement."

Because of the counties' involvement in
payment, the typical ;mute by which a
child would enter an RTC is through his
or her county's human or social services
agency. That agency would have to
approve the placement.

Thus, a parent's first step in seeking
placement of his or her child would
usually be to contact the county office,
not the treatment center itself.

In Hernepin and Ramsey Counties, the
county then pays the treatment center
directly for costs of service to a youth
whose placement it's approved (the costs
of his or her academic instruction are
born by his home school district). The
county then seeks whatever reimbursement
it can obtain from the parents and
their insurance company. Deviations
from this procedure may occur in other
counties.

Frequently, parents have sought to place
a child themselves in a treatment
center, being wiling to pay for his or
her care and treatment without county
help. Currently, the state Department
of Human Services allows parents to make
this type of independent placement, and
some RTCs will accept children placed by
their parents without county involvement
and approval.

Others are strictly following guidelines
suggested by a recently-passed state law
and believe that parents cannot
independently place their child in an
RTC; they accept only children that the
county or -ome other social service
agency places even when parents are
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willing to pay for treatment and care
costs themselves.

A guide that describes the staffing,
programs and eligibility requirements of

the RTCs that belong to the linnesota
Council of Residential Treatment Centers
can be obtained by writing to Barbara W.

Kaufman, 1415 Griggs-Midway Building,
1821 University Avenue, St. Paul, MN.
55104, or calling (612) 645-0267. A
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complete listing of all RTCs in
Minnesota can be requested from Cheryl
Nyhus in the state Department of Human
Services at (612) 296-4037.

RTC's can be found in the following
Minnesota towns and cities:
Minneapolis, St. Paul, Bemidji, Anoka,
Wahkon, Austin, Faribault, Stillwater,
St. Peter, Winona, Duluth, St. Cloud,

Isanti, and Eagan.



State hospitals

Programs exist at two state hospitals
for mentally ill children and/or
adolescents, one at Willmar and another
at Brainerd. Parents can no longer
independently place their child at a
state institution. The placement must
now be approved by the human or social
services department of the county in
which the family resides. Therefore,
parents who think a state hospital
program looks like a possibility for
their child would need to contact a
county social worker first.

At the time of a child's admission to a
state hospital, the parents would be
interviewed by the reimbursement officer
to determine resources available to pay
the cost of care. If the parents have
insurance, the carrier would be billed
first. If the child is not covered by
insurance or if the benefits have been
used, the parents may be charged for a
portion of the cost, which is currently
$95.80 a day. The charge would be
based on the parents' income and numbers
of dependents. Parents whose income is
less than $11,000 per year would not be
required to pay.

The child may also be eligible for
Medical Assistance to pay all or a part
of the cost. In addition, the county
may be charged up to ten percent of the
cost. If no other resources are
available, the State would pay the
balance of the cost.

WILLMAR STATE HOSPITAL -- (612) 231-5100

Willmar has two units for adolescents,
an open one with 20 beds for boys and 24
beds for girls, ane a closed one with
1,1.x beds, all for lo,-)ys (they're trying

to develop a similar closed program for
girls).

The hospital will take adoles,:ents, ages
12-17, into the program its
acting director said that patients
really need to be in the treatment

program before they're 16 in order to
accomplish much.

The length of stay on the ward is about
thirteen months and can be extended if
needed. The program is staffed by three
master's degree level social workers, a
psychologist with a master's degree, a
recreational and an occupational
therapist, a nurse, one part time
psychiatrist, one part time physician,
and three group supervisors who work
with the 44 people providing direct care
to the children.

Most therapy is done on an individual
basis although there are also a number
of groups The patient's whole
environment in the unit is highly
structured with everyone and everything
s/he encounters considered part of the
treatment plan. His/her routine daily
experiences serve as "raw material" for
his/her therapy; i.e., they might be
discussed during counseling, and s/he
might apply what's learned in counseling
to future routine encounters.

A great deal of "reality" therapy is
also used with the patients; under this
approach, the youth is encouraged to
take responsibility for his or her own
actions and to deal with what is rather
than with how he or she would like
things to be. Each patient also has an
individual behavior modification plan in
operation.

In addition to patients who are in the
program due to an emotional disturbance
alone, some have come through the courts
and also have a delinquency problem
related to an emotional disturbance.

BRAINERD STATE HOSPITAL: THE MINNESOTA
LEARNING CENTER (218) 828-2201

When the Owatonna State School was
closed, the Minnesota Learning Center
(MLC) at the Brainerd State Hospital was
given responsibility for those youngsters
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in the state with severe behavior
problems.

According to MLC's director, the client
population was originally borderline or
mildly mentally retarded. The program
is still funded to serve that
population. However, in the last few
years, he said, judges have sent clients
to the Center who have IQ's as high
as the 120-130 range. The current
population is a mix of mildly retarded
and emotionally disturbed youngsters.
However, except through a court order,
the Center can still not accept clients
who are not retarded. Patients, who
could range in age from five to eighteen,
can come through the court system,
or they could be youngsters not in
trouble with the law. In the case of

the latter, parents would need to
begin to seek placement through a
county social worker.

Each youth in the program has an
individual treatment plan in place; it's
based on objectives defined by his
parents and/or the county. They outline
what skills he needs in order to survive
in a community environment. The MLC
help him learn what the parents, social
workers, and/or courts have said he
needs to know in order to be released.

Therapy centers on an individual
approach to each youngster, rewarding
him for exhibiting at least an
approximation of the skills he needs in
order to survive and reinforcing his
appropriate reactions And responses to
events and interactions with other
people. Social skills are taught
through group therapy.

The MLC is not geared for youngsters
with "medical model" mental illnesses
(such as schizophrenia or depression).
However, the program does have access to
a psychiatrist who serves as medical

director for, the whole hospital. He can

serve as a consultant and prescribe
medications if absolutely necessary.
The program uses the medication approach
to treatment for as short a v,h3le as

possible.

The program is staffed largely by
psychologists, who serve as the
program's director, leaders of teams of
professionals providing treatment for
each child, programmers for the child's
treatment plan, and parent trainers (the
last works with a youngster's parents,
and teachers prior to his discharge).

There are also nurses and shift
supervisors who hold bachelor's degrees
in psychology and oversee the direct

child care workers.

Finally, another staff member follows up

on youngsters who've been released from

the hospital, determines what problems

they may be encountering, and may make

changes in the hospital's program to
prevent such problems from occurring as

other youngsters are released.

The MLC is not a locked facility;
however, if a child were presenting a
danger to himself or others, he could be
separated from the unit in a secure

room.

Tha ?rogram is designed to last eight to
nine months; its total capacity is 64
beds. However, it's licensed to take
only 48 children, and its present
population is 37.

Parent participation is encouraged in

the MLC program. It's hoped they can be

taught the procedures that work well
with their youngster. Some formal

lessons are given through the Center.
Staff members will also make home
visits, and the parents are encouraged
to come to the Hospital and observe.
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When agencies work together

A flaw in our present system of mental
health care may be the frequent lack of
communication between service providers.
For instance, a community mental health
center could be involved in a child's
emotional needs. A county's welfare
department could be involved with the
financial and social needs of the
child's family, needs that have perhaps
grown greater because of the youngster's
emotional disorder. A school district
could he involved with a child's
educational and psycho-educational
needs. Yet, theoretically, none of the
three might be talking together.

Among programs attempting to overcome
the communication gap is one operating
in Hennepin County that brings together
schools, the county, and parents.

FAMILY FOCUS, a program administered by
the Bloomington school district, began
as an attempt by Hennepin County to see
if some students who would previously
have been sent to a residential
treatment center could possibly remain
in their homes - if a comprehensive
treatment program were available for
them in their school setting.

While the program serves primarily
emotionally disturbed students from the
Edina, Eder Prairie, Bloomington, and
Richfield Sc" A pol.:Aations,
Bloomington et: as its administrator
and hires the ar:ademic teachers, aids,
and a coordinato,:

The main component of Family Focus is a
day treatment program with a capacity of
twelve students in grades K-6
(approximately 5-13 years of age). The
academic ratio per class is six students
for one teacher and one aid, and both
teachers are licensed in teaching
emotionally disturbed children. All
four member districts are responsible
for the special education personnel
costs associated with the students'
academic instruction.
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Hennepin County hires and pays for the
treatment coordinators: a psychologist,
social worker, and family therapist.

Family participation in the counseling
process is a requirement of the program;
the family therapy sessions are usually
held once each week at no cost to the

Each student is assigned a treatment
coordinator to work with him or her and
the child's family.

The child's academic day is seen as a
treatment environment with social
interaction, be!avior modification
approaches, and relaxation periods all
integrated into his or her daily
routine. An integrated treatment plan
is developed for each student according
to his/her needs and includes academic
as well as social/emotional goals.

The youngster's individual therapy could
include play therapy, one-to-one
counseling, group therapy, and
activity-oriented therapy (puppetry,
dramatics, or pottery, for example).
The therapy proc,rams would be handled by
teachers and the treatment coordinators.

First preference in placement is given
to students residing in the four member
districts. Next to be placed would be
students referred from other schools in
Hennepin County.

Currently, Family Focus allows the
initial contact with its program to be
made by schools, parents, or another
agency; its number is 884-8831. In the
latter two cases, the program's director
would then notify the child's home
school district of the placement request
and ask that the school send a
representative to a meeting where
appropriate placement would be
determined.

A sec,and component of Family Focus is an



"outreach" program for Level IV
emotionally disturbed students in the
member districts. If parents are
willing to participate in counseling,
Family Focus treatment staff will
provide counseling to the student and
his/her family and consultation to the
youngster's teachers. Mutually
agree?ble meeting places will be
arranged.
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Family Focus is too new to have produced
statistics about its success ratio with
the students it serves. However, the
degree of coordinated effort it promotes
through the involvement of school,
county, and parents working together
makes it a program that deserves
attention and observation.
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Looking at the future

In Minnesota, one of the greatest needs
of children with emotional disorders
and their families is for a group
specifically designed to address and
try to overcome the problems
discussed earlier in this booklet:

1. the lack of adequate mental health
services and programs in many parts of
the state,

2. the need for support groups to help
parents deal with the stigma still too
often associated with mental illness
and with the specific difficulties of
dealing with an emotionally disturbed
child,

Kansas City Association lion Mental Health
4049 Pennsytvania Thitd Ftoot
Kansas City, Mizsouti 64111
Phone 816-561-6675
June 16, 1983

Dean PACER,

3. the need for respite
and

4. the development of a
of programs for students
disorders throughout the

districts.

care services,

true continuum
with emotional
state's school

The following letter is from an organi-
zation in Kansas City that meets the
second need listed above, that for
support groups for parents. The letter
suggests a possible pattern that inter-
ested persons in this area might follow
to begin something here.

In tesponse to your tequest Got in6otmation about "Patents Suppotting Patents,"
I am encto4ing a copy o6 out btochute and sevetat copies o6 out monthty news-
tettet.

PaAents Suppotting Patents was developed in 1979 on a special $3,000 grant 6tom
the Heart Ametica United Way. A committee o patents and pto6essionats devef-
oped the sttuctute but .there have ueen no mentat health pto6essionats .involved

in the opetat ion o S P.S.P. since we began 6unctioning as a public support group
in Septembet, 1979.

Patents Supporting Patents haz monthty ptogtam meetings Led by one ot two co-6aciti-
tatou and 6eatutes a speaket/ptesentet on an issue o6 tetevance to patents cleating
with a tkoubted child. We allow time dot discussion oti °then ptobtems 6acing .the
patents attending. (about 3/4 o6 the patents that attend ate patents o6 adote4-
cents, with the othet4 being patents o6 younger chitdten on 06 adutt chitd/ten
with ar age tange o6 3-32 yeatz.) In addition, we olget monthty area meetings 6ot
discussion purposes in 3 outtying tocation4 out mettopotitan area.
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The key to making reopte com4o4tabte with the shaking o6 zuch pekzonat and
pain6ut expekiewles ha4 seemed to 6ocuz on the 6act that the 6acititatoAz
istatt each shaking pcection with theilt own expekiences. Heaving out extensive

publems seems to ketax otheu and °yer the -three yeakz onty a hand6ut
,mopfee have dectined to 6hake their pubtem4. Most are eaten becauze they have
had no one with whom to Ahake and they 6inatty pind 'someone who undekstandS theik

lieeting4 o6 6Austkation, angek, Oak, and guilt. A'S a kezutt, one our pke-

kequizi,teA 6ok co-6aciZitatokz .vs that they au, on have been, a patent o6 a

tnoubted child.

I 6titongty cage any agency that conzidzkz developing a ) _ent zuppokt ptogtam to
kequike patent involvement in its development and to turn the opmation oveA to
the pakents. 16 you have a Ata66 member who ha's pazonally expotienced dealing
with a tuubted child, he/Ahe might be the best one to liaison between the gkoup
and the agency. I ¢ pto6ezzionatz nun .the gtoup, no matte how compazzanate and
sensitive they arc, the pa/tents Witt beet intimidated, threatened, and /on
u6 powequt Ln kesotving theik own ptobtem. Then you don't have the magic o6

a selti-help Auppokt gkoup.

Dun 6okmat usually begins with the Ahaking peAiod a bkie6 intkoduction o6 them-
selves and a comment about the chitd with whom they ake concekned. Thiz takez

pekhaps 20-40 minutes but ptovida the speaket with insight to the membefus the
ghoup and ketaxez the gtoup couidetabty. (PAiot to the shaping, they tend to
Zook around and assume no one else is cleating with ass zeitious a ptobtem as they ake.)
Fottowina this zhaking pekiod, the speakeA ApendS about 40 minutes on hiz/het
oezentation with no keimbukzement. Many, ea/ay on, cawed zee need we coutd
meet and betieved Ln (16.

The akea meetings have a Aimitat 6okmat only without Apeakek and with a smattek
attendance ass a kule. Some peuons attend the Program Meeting az wett ass theik
Akea D'Acuszion Mee tingz white othekz chooze to attend one on the othet.

Some attend meetings kegutaltly bon Aix months to a yeah, °thous attend every 2-4
month.s, and Acme attend once and draw /tea/mu/Lance 6kom that expekience an keep in
touch only by phone. Our attendance at pAogham meeting. varies Ptom 8-40, and
about 3/4 cute mothms and 1/4 6athe7.s. Once people begin bhaAing, Zike a dam
ha6 bumst, and owt 7:30 meetings kegulakey go untie 10:00 p.m. on beyond. We encou4-

age those attending to exchange phone numbekz to ptovide between-meeting Auppokt

kathefl genekafized in6okmation about Pahents SuppoAting Parents. I hope you
nd i.t u.se6uZ, and 1 encomage you to conzideA beginning something o6 its type

()c the parents in distkezz Ln youk tocate.

History suggests that progress h_s been
made in other disability areas when
parents have organized and recognized
that their children's needs are shared
with many others and that solutions
come no re easily when pursued by a
group.

A support ylroup, ()rice established and

having brought parents together, might
then serve as a foundation to begin
advocacy efforts. Working with the
many professionals who are already
actively advocating for children with
emotional disorders, the gaps in
services can be better addressed than
when one parent struggles alone to
Lind elusive answers.
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Persons interested in beginning an
organizatir.n for parents of children
with emotional disorders may call
PACER (612-827-2966) and leave their
names and numbers. PACER wail put
such parents in touch wit; i one

another and see if something might
begin.

Existing groups

Though not designed to address specific-
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ally the needs of emotionally disturbed
children and adolescents, the following
organizations can be a resource for
parents interested in general, mental
health concerns.

MENTAL HEALTH ADVOCATES COALITION OF
MINNESOTA, 265 Fort Road (W. 7th St.),
St. Paul, MN. 55102, (612) 222-2741

MENTAL HEALTH ASSOCIATION OF MINNESOTA,
5501 Green Valley Drive, Suite 103,
Bloomington, MN. 55437, (612) 835-9046



APPENDIX
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Credit to:
I. PACER found the following books and other written materials of great help in
compiling this guidebook.

The Caring Family; Kayla F. Bernheim, Richard Lewine, and Caroline T. Beale;
Random House; New York; 1982.

"Guideline Handbook for Defining and Serving Students with Emotional/Behavioral
Disorders," (draft), Minnesota Department of Education, Winter, 1983.

Help for Your Child A Parents' Guide to Mental Health Services; Sharon Brehm;
Prentice-Hall, Inc.; Englewood Cliffs, N.J.; 1978.

"Information from Closer Look", a bibliography distributed by Closer Look under
its contract with the U.S. Department of Health, Education, and Welfare,
February, 1978.

Report (non-published) from the Conference on the Status of Emotionally Disturbed
Children in Minnesota, June 2-3, 1978, sponsored by the Minnesota State Council
for the Handicapped, Metropolttan Committee on Behavioral Problems, and the
College of St. Thomas Special Education Program.

Unclaimed Children - The Failure of Public ResponsibilitytisLILLOsenand
Adolescents in Need of Mental Health ServiceEL Jane Knitzer, Children's Defense
Fund, Washington, D.C., 1982.

"Who Do We Blame? What Good Does It Do?" Exceptional Parent Magazine;
December, 1982.

You Are Not Alone, Understanding and Dealing with Mental Illness] Clara Claiborne
Park and Leon N. Shapiro, M.D.; Little, Brown and Comprny; Boston, 1976.

II. The following people were helpful in describing the various mental health
programs and systems to be found in the state of Minnesota, and we extend our
thanks and appreciation to them for the time they spent.

Barbara Amran, Family Focus, Bloomington School District
Jeannie Bailey, Fairview Downtown Hospital
Gene Bitterman, Intermediate District 287
Rochelle Brandl, North Memorial Hospital
Patrick Carroll, Willmar State Hospital
Millie Casperson, Hennepin County Crisis Intervention Center
Mary Cichon, Hennepin County Mental Health Center
Rick Cunningham, Ramsey County Human Services
Mary Davies, Human Resource Associates
Earl Denker, Minnesota Department of Human Services
Marilyn Doyle, St. Paul Ramsey Hospital
John Drozdal, Hennepin County Department of Community Services
Trudy Dunham, Department of Human Services
Carolyn Elliott, Minnesota Department of Education
Mary Emerick, Fairview Downtown Hospit31
Eva Erickson, Abbott Northwestern Hospital
Mary Faulkner, Mercy Medical Center
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Anne Gearity, Minneapolis Children's Health Center

Donna Gedo, University of Minnesota Hospitals

Dr. Larry Greenberg, University of Minnesota Hospitals

John Gross, Minnesota Department of Commerce
Barbara Rarer, St. Joseph's Hospital
Ada Region, Hennepin County Medical Center
Kathy Henke, Mercy Medical Center
Cheryl Hughes, Fairview Downtown Hospital

Kathy Knight, Fairview Downtown Hospital
Dr. Michael Koch, St. Paul Ramsey Hospital

Marilyn Lee, Wilder Foundation
Leslie Marcus, St. Joseph's Home for Children
Sue Margot, University of Minnesota Hospitals

Karen Masters, Fairview Downtown Hospital
Don Mockenhaupt, Ramsey County Community Human Services Department

Bev Montgomery, Minnetonka School District
Jan Navarro, Bethesda Hospital
Lorraine Nelson, Golden Valley Health Center
Bill Novak, Minnesota Department of Human Services

Cheryl Nyhns, Minnesota Department of Human Services

Jill Olson, Abbott Northwestern Hospital
Ronnie Pashwa, North Memorial Hospital
Dr. Jack Peverill, Hennepin County Mental Health Center

Deb Quist, Mounds Park Hospital
Bev Richardson, Mounds Park Hospital
Claude Riedel, St. John's Hospital
Ashley Rose, Department of Human Services
Terry Sarazin, Department of Human Services

Pat Solomonson, Mental Health Advocates Coalition

rat Steingruebl, Minnetonka School District

Dr. Don Thomas, Minnesota Learning Center
Bob Wedl, Minnesota Department of Education

Chr..s Welch, United Hospitals, Inc.

III. Special thanks to Jan Rubenstein, Dr. Frank Wood, Donna Schneider, and R.S.
Amado, who agreed to read and review the manuscript for this booklet and offered
their suggestions for its improvement.
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Additional reading

The following are hooks related to the needs of parents of children with
emotional disorders. They have been recommended by persons or organizations in
this field though they have not all been personally read and reviewed by PACER
staff members.

The ABC's of Hanging on While Raising a Iamily with a Disturbed Child; Betty
Oliver; Claitor's Publishing Division; 3165 South Acadian; P.O. Box 3333, Baton
Rouge, LA. 70821; 1976 - A book with useful suggestions written by the parent of
a young emotionally disturbed child.

Behavior Modification; Irving Dickman; Public Affairs Pamphlet No. 540; Public
Affairs Pamphlets; 381 Park Avenue South; New York, N.Y. 10016; 1976 - An
explanation of a method to help children change their behavior through the use of
positive rewards.

Born To Win" Muriel, James, and Dorothy Jongeward; Addison-Wesley Publishing
Company; Reading, MA. 01867 -- a book that explains why certain communication
patterns cause trouble and suggests how to change the patterns.

The Child's Emotions: How Physical Illness Can Affect Them. Joyce Wasserstein
and Herbert Yahraes; United States Department of Health, Education, and Welfare;
National Institute of Mental Health; 5600 Fishers Lane, Rockville, MD. 20852;
1977 (DREW Publications No. 77-497; single copies are free upon request) -- A
report with findings about (1) the relationship between various physical
conditions and abnormal behavior, (2) behavior problems and other common
reactions to sickness, and (3) emotional problems associated with
hospitalization.

A Consumer's Guide to Mental Health Services; Department of Health, Education and
Welfare; Alcohol, Drug Abuse, and Mental Health Administration, 5600 Fishers
Lane; Rockville, MD. 20857; 1977 - A pamphlet that describes different: Lreatment
methods, lists warning signals, defines various mental health workers and sources
for other information and assistance (DHEW Publication No. ADM 77-214 - single
copies are free upon request)

HelR for Your Troubled Child; Alicerose Barman and Lisa Cohen; Public Arfairs
Pamphlet No. 454; Public Affairs Pamphlets, 381 Park Avenue S., New York, N.Y.
10016; 1970 - An aid for parents to use in deciding when their child or teenager
needs the help of a psychotherapist. (Public Affairs Pamphlets also has a
publications list available with other pamphlets about mental health that can be
ordered.)

A Home Training Program for Young Mentally Ill Cnildreni_ Nanette Doernberg,
Bernard Rosen, and Romannie Walker; League School for Seriously Disturbed
Children; 567 Kingston Avenue; Brooklyn, N.Y. 11203; 1968 (single copies are free
upon request) - A book that prebents the League School's training programs for
use by parents of severely disturbed children.

Learning and Growing' Laurie and Joseph Braga; Prentice-Hall, Inc.;
Englewood Cliffs, N.J. 07632; 1975 -- A book about the ways in which children
grow and learn and the kinds of behaviors you are likely to see at different
stages of your child's growth.
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The Magic Years; Selma Fraibergh; Charles Scribner & Sons; 597 Fifth Avenue; New
York, N.Y. 10017; 1959 -- By an author who's a child psychoanalyst, a book that
offers understanding and help in dealing with young children's emotional needs.

Parent Effectiveness Training; Dr. Thomas Gordon; Peter H. Wyden, Inc; 750 Third

Avenue, New York, N.Y. 10017 - A book used as a base for many parenting classes

offered by schools, adult education programs, churches, and other community
programs; the classes are designed to help parents learn how to raise happier and

more responsible children.

A Psychiatric Glossarn American Psychiatric Association; Publications Office,
1700 Eighteenth St., N.W.; Washington, D.C. 20009; 1975 -- A book that explains
common psychiatric terms and includes several tables that list drugs used in

psychiatry, schools of psychiatry, and some psychological tests.

Survivin Schizo hrenia - A Famil Manual E. Fuller Torrey, M.D.; Harper &
Row; New York, 1983

Through the Mental Health Maze - A Consumer's Guide to Finding a
psychotherapist; Health Research Group, 2000 P St. N.W.; Washington, D.C. 20036.

Many books on th.iA tizt otiginatty appeated in a bibtiogtaphy pupated

by Ctozet Look, a nationat in6oAmation otganization.
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